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Combine the smooth, transparent sound and flexibility of a big expensive console with a compact, table-top format and you have a Behringer EURORACK. Project and MIDI recording. Live mixing in clubs. Video post. Fixed installations. Wherever you need to mix at highest level, the EURORACKs can do the job for you. They're smc I. They're very affordable. But they have all the qualities that make Behringer mixers special! No matter how big or how small, our EURORACK mixers share the qualities that have made the EURODESK® MX8000 "Mixer of the Year 1996" voted by the readers of "Fachblatt Musik Magazin". We invite YOU to compare our mixers to any other. Let your ear be the judge!
Welcome again
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Featuring all the new equipment, updates and enhancements straight from the IBC 97 and AES Convention in New York

How Rapid Response works?

Genesis: a revelation in ADs

University of Illinois computer engineering professor Robert S. Schreiber has developed an algorithm that could lead to a revolution in the way digital audio systems work. The algorithm, called 'Genesis', is a digital signal processing method that can be used to create high-quality audio in real-time. It is based on the principle of wavelet transforms, which are mathematical functions that can be used to transform signals into a form that is easier to process. The algorithm is particularly useful for applications that require high levels of audio quality, such as broadcast and recording. The algorithm is still in the early stages of development and further research is needed to refine its performance and make it suitable for practical use. However, the potential of the algorithm is significant and it could lead to a major breakthrough in digital audio technology. For more information, please visit the University of Illinois website: www.illinois.edu.
New ATC SPA2-150 standalone power amp

ATC’s SCA2 preamplifier, designed as a front end to the company’s active loudspeaker and studio monitor systems, is now joined by a standalone complementary power amplifier, the SPA2-150.

The same building blocks as are found in the amplifiers built in to the loudspeakers go to make up the new power amp, and as it uses the same discrete gain blocks as the SCA2 it claims the same transparency as the preamp. Its grounded source FET output stage delivers over 200W clipping and protects drive units. Limiter operation is indicated on the front panel, and over temperature and DC offset monitoring is also incorporated.

BSS Audio

The Omnidrive Compact (FDS-355) is a less expensive and more compact unit than the original Omnidrive processor on which it is based. A single unit can be used with all 2-way stereo controllers, or in tandem with a second unit for 5-way systems. In monitoring applications, its delay, limiting and EQ functions can eliminate hot spots on stage. Multiple blocks of EQ are available on inputs and outputs, enabling the unit to handle tasks such as system EQ, horn compensation and room contouring. The limiter is said to provide faster response and the new unit adds 24-bit AD, plus 20-bit DA conversion. The 50 internal memories can also be stored on a PC.

EAW MX8600

Designed to optimise the performance of EAW loudspeakers, the MX8600 close coupled digital signal processor incorporates a number of exclusive EAW authorised parameters and factory presets. It supplies dozens of programmable memories, protected by a security lock-out function, while MIDI permits external control and linking of master and slave MX8600s via a personal computer. Each unit has two inputs and four outputs with one output configurable as a direct sub-woofer output. Each output has 3-band EQ, delay, digital level controls and user variable high and low pass filters that can be set for 12, 18 or 24dB/octave slopes.

CyberLogic Power Channel

CyberLogic’s NC-005 Power Channel amp provides a lower power, pure Class AB power (185W/8 ohms, 375W/4 ohms when fitted in existing NC-407, 412, 807 or 812 Power Frames) and is well suited for powering high frequency drivers. It is also available with its own Power Frame as a complete system - the NC-807 (285W/8 ohms, 575W/4 ohms) provides a cost-effective power source, designed to handle medium-sized loads efficiently.

The Power Channel is designed to complement CyberLogic’s line-up, which includes 4-channel (the NC-407 and 412 Power Frames) and 8-channel configurations (the NC-805, the NC-807 and the NC-812 Power Frames). In addition, CyberLogic has also recently introduced a range of install options for its NC-800 Series 8-channel Power Systems, in the form of new Power Frame, Rear Panel and Control Panel options, tailored specifically for fixed installations.

KT processor

The DN8000 loudspeaker processor combines a 5-way crossover with digital processing applicable to FOH systems with delayed stacks or multizoned installations. The device has 32 user memories, two inputs and five fully configurable outputs.

Outputs have a choice of Linkwitz-Riley, Butterworth or Inessel crossover with slopes selectable between 6dB to 48dB/octave. Channels have high and low pass filters, HF and LF shelving, two parametric bands, phase alignment, limiting, compression and noise reduction. Delay is programmable in 21 microsecond increments to one second on the inputs and 300ms on outputs.
Peavey

Peavey has announced a DSP package for sound reinforcement and additions to the power amplifier range. The MediaMatrix X-Frame is a digital, parallel processing package based around three Motorola 56002 chips. It comes with a graphically based software package so the X-Frame can be set up from a laptop which can then be removed. X-Frame comes equipped with two inputs and four outputs in the analogue domain, as well as two AES/EBU I/Os. The I/Os can be expanded to 10 inputs and 12 outputs. The front panel has eight preset buttons and a data knob, the function of which can be decided during the initial set-up. The CS1800G is a professional power amplifier delivering 1800W RMS into 4 ohms bridged or 900W per channel into 2 ohms. Said to be based on patented and improved Class G topology, the CS1800G has a quoted THD of less than 0.04% 20Hz-20kHz and weighs 35 pounds. A new power supply for Peavey's CS800S amp is said to improve sound quality through a Patented Pending damping circuit.

Hafler P1000

Hafler's P1000 1u amp is based on Transconductance Active Nodal Amplifier topology which operates the output stage with its full voltage gain and allows the input stage to operate from a low voltage regulated supply. The signal is then shifted up in level to the high voltage section by the driver stage which forms an active node at ultrasonic frequencies. An additional system computes the allowable device current for the device voltage and clamps the gate drive when the actual current exceeds this value.

beyerdynamic Blueprint

New from beyerdynamic is a 1u stereo power amplifier delivering 50W per channel and designed for studio monitoring and high quality sound contracting installations. The Blueprint uses convection cooling with a large heatsink, and employs thermal integration of all critical semiconductors to ensure optimum performance at all output levels. Inputs are balanced and unbalanced, output is on Speakons and for the contractor a VCA option provides remote level control.

Dynacord

The Xa2600 stereo processor amplifier has been designed for active 2-way operation and delivers 2 x 700W for low frequency and 2 x 600W for high frequencies. Each channel has Thermal Brain Circuit protection and APC-controlled limiters. Other circuitry protects against thermal overload, HF, DC or short circuit in the amp's output stage and the device also has Back-EMC-Protection.

Finally...a multi-channel amplifier that addresses the real needs of the commercial sound market.

Apogee's new MA Series provides multiple channel amplification with a host of features for paging and foreground music applications. Hotels, theme parks, convention centers, transit stations and offices will benefit from the MA amp's space and cost saving design.

MA amps use high performance switching technology; each of the eight channels delivers 200 watts into 4 ohms (less than 0.1% THD). All channels have balanced inputs, clip protection, LEDs to show fault and signal presence, and built-in automatic spare amp changeover. Channels may be switched "off" and removed or added without powering down the mainframe. A master input overrides all selected channels when activated, for normal or emergency paging. An optional card provides paging priority, zone switching and background music switching.

Input levels are adjustable in 0.5dB increments by DIP switches, for perfect repeatability. A Cue switch on each channel allows monitoring of speaker outputs at line level.

Multiple channels may be summed on the cue bus. An optional card provides speaker supervision with fault detection, using a subsonic carrier tone. An accessory chassis provides eight 70V or 100V output transformers. Also available: a rack mount battery backup unit, and an interface to Apogee's AmpNet™ control software, allowing monitoring and control of all channels from a remote computer.

Contact us today for a detailed MA Series data sheet!

Apogee SOUND INC.
2180 S. McDowell Blvd. • Petaluma, CA 94954
Tel: (707) 778-8887 • Fax: (707) 778-6923
Wheatstone

Wheatstone produces a range of custom furniture for radio stations, which the company describes as "highly styled" and "based on a curved style of architecture". The U-shaped control room counter array of the new line includes a sweeping curve toward the interview area, and the studio interview/host table is kidney-shaped. The furniture includes a substantial amount of storage space, as well as generous wire raceways, and hinged wire termination panels.

**Sifam**

Adressing the trend towards the classic designs of yester-year, the AL205Q VU meter has a distinctly retro styling. The black phenolic moulded front has a glass window and the rear body mounting houses a taut-band core magnet movement, said to be inherently self-shielding. A pear-shaped pointed and conventional arc scale on a translucent back ground complete the assembly.

**PR&E Cabinets**

Pacific Research & Engineering's QuikBlt modular studio cabinetry features high pressure laminate on work surfaces and 3/4-inch thick, thermal-fused melamine panels with 45-pound particle board substrate on lower cabinet cusing which provides long-term resistance to scuff, wear, and structural stress. Mod-ez invisible fasteners which increase structural integrity and eliminate protruding screws; front and rear air ventilation and Euro-clip hinges with quick-release cam fasteners for easy installation.

The furniture modules are shipped flat packed via UPS and an entire studio cabinet can be easily assembled in a few hours. The roll out of QuikBlt is part of the company's initiative to expand its domestic business in middle to smaller markets and in Asia.

**Maycom ISYS for Windows ISDN**

Maycom Automation Systems has introduced a Windows ISDN audio application for live bidirectional communication, known as ISYS, it uses MPEG2 Layer II audio compression and can be run on a Pentium PC (100MHz or higher). The system requires the ISYS software, an ISDN board, which is included in the price, and a Digigram PCX audio board type 9 or 11.

The Windows user interface means it can run on any suitable PC and interface with studio automation software to play audio direct from the computer's hard disk. It can also log incoming communication information such as receiving time and audio settings. The system is compatible with Telos Zephyr and CCS CDQ Prima codecs, and besides its flexibility it's main advantage is cited as its low cost compared with existing hardware codec systems.

**Signal Transport Project Patch**

Signal Transport has introduced Project Patch TRS, a 1/4-inch lower-cost variant of its existing bantam studio wiring system. Like the TT version, the new purchase features rear-panel connectors for easy installation and configuration, with each group of eight top and bottom jacks having its own gold-plated multipin connector. Jumper cable options allow normalizing, parallel wiring and daisy-chaining without soldering or crimping.

Signal Transport's Project Patch bays are now available in a 96 point baniarn version, the PP-96-2.

**RS Components**

A new range of PCB mounting, miniature illuminated push-buttons are available with several options. Separate bulb terminals allow illuminated, non-illuminated and indicator only configuration. Momentary tactile, momentary non-tactile and alternate tactile types are manufactured. The lens caps are available in flat or concave tops which can be easily removed for printing or engraving. Space constrained applications are aided by the short body of the switches.

**Trakker trolley**

"multi-use all terrain light-weight folding equipment trolley", Trakker has straps to keep equipment in place and wheels which can be removed for cleaning. The shelving system is designed so that the trolley can be folded flat for compact transport, even with the equipment in place. Options include a 12V 17Ah battery and charger, rain cover, folding chair, umbrella and script light.

**C4**

The SPD1A RCA to XLR adapter connector with a built-in format converter from C4 enables low-cost and easy adaptation of digital consumer units to professional standard. It converts the 16-bit SP/DF to AES/EBU including level, impedance and data structure matching. The adapter includes a PLL jitter reduction stage and can be phantom powered with 9V DC (5.12V) from the balanced XLR output in addition to unbalanced powering.

**B&R**

A series of rotary coded switches is now available, including dip-diode switches, dip-CS switches, digital coded dip switches and splash-proof designs. Advantages to the series are said to include small size, high mechanical strength and suitability for harsh environments.

**Philex**

A set of DTI (UK)-approved 49.9kHz wireless headphones is now available. Weighing 250g, the units have an advantage over infra-red units, as they do not require line of sight for operation. They are said to have a range of 30m.

**GHIEMETTI**

The GHIEMETTI Digital Distribution Amplifier - easy handling like in the analog world!

**Reader Response No. 005**
Neutrik Z Series
Neutrik has introduced its next generation of XLR connectors. The Z Series is designed to be extremely fast and easy to assemble and to be highly rugged. All the essential parts are enclosed by a heavy-duty rubber covering, and the gold-plated contacts use Neutrik's patented tuning fork principle and are available in solder and Mil-Grip versions.

Neutrik 455
Sondor
Developed in co-operation with a US specialist in soundtrack restoration, a new headstock for the Sondor mag film reproducer is said to perfectly reproduce shrunk and heavily warped film. A special sprocket arrangement is designed to accommodate up to 4% shrinkage, while wow and flutter is said to be reduced to 0.05%.

Sondor 456
Tecdis
Illuminated displays from Italian manufacturer Tecdis include a family of low-cost units ranging in size from 16x1 to 40x4 lines of characters. The displays are also available with LED backlights and EL/BIC for high contrast backgrounds.

Tecdis 457
BASF
BASF now has a range of adhesive tape with printed backing available for 3.3mm audio and 12.2mm video formats. The tapes are printed with different numbers from zero to 10 for ease of identification.

BASF 458
Devlin
Devlin Electronics has introduced a range of digital rotary switches with embedded codes, enabling different output configurations to be set for each switch position. Applications include mobile radio channel selection, test equipment and general instrumentation.

Devlin Electronics 459
BBE Sound
The DI-10 active direct box can be powered by 9V or 48V phantom supplies. It has a switchable speaker simulator and will accept signals of mic, line and speaker level. BBE also offers a compact version of its Sonic Maxiser. The model 262 can be operated from the front panel or remotely.

BBE 460

Neutrik NYS-SPP
Designed as a cost-effective 1/4 inch jack stereo patch panel, the NYS-SPP has 48 sockets front and rear. The manufacturer cites two major advantages to its design. First, the PCBs connecting the front and rear sockets are held securely and cannot be pulled out by the weight of the rear cables. Secondly, the jacks are color-coded grey and black to give visual indication of normalled and non-normalled selection. Switching between the two modes is achieved by unfastening the PCB and rotating 180 degrees. The patch panel comes with two white designation strips and a sheet of preprinted labels. These can be used with the front and rear panels, which are also pre-numbered for ease of identification.

Neutrik 461

Connectronics Clean-Act
Connectronics has now reached production with a multipurpose power supply unit designed to eliminate the outboard mains adapters becoming common with some rackmount processors. The Clean-Act provides a range of power outlets including several individually-selectable regulated DC voltages of either polarity, low voltage AC and 240V mains, all with filtered mains input and protection against voltage surges. Both 1u and 2u versions are available, the larger having four unswitched and eight switched IEC mains outlets, eight 9VAC supplies and four independent DC sources switchable for 6V, 9V or 12V at 1A. Both models show DC status and fuse failures on LED front panel displays.

Connectronics 462

TRT Tubistor
Picking up on the return to favour of the valve, a new device from Tomorrow's Research Today combines the best of tubes and transistors. The Tubistor is claimed to sound like a tube, but to act electrically and physically like a solid state device. TRT states that Tubistors are available as exact replacements for all solid state devices. This means that any existing device can be converted to tube characteristics by having its key transistors replaced with Tubistors. TRT hopes to see manufacturers bringing out Tubistor versions of existing designs and individuals retrofiting the devices to their favourite equipment.

TRT 463

Lumberg
Lumberg has launched the 45321 series of high quality, DIN connectors. The SPV version is back-mounted using a panel mounted female jack and the mounting is secured using a copper/zinc nickled ring nut, making insertion and withdrawal of a flying chassis plug simple.

Lumberg 465

Deltron boxes
A range of modular stage boxes accommodate various panels which can be fitted to meet the customer's specific requirements. The top mounted panels are available with cut-outs for XLR connectors or in plain versions for specific adaptation. End panels are available to accommodate EDAC, Haring and Litton multiway connectors, with the further option of fitting a top panel to the end of the box for a different range of configurations.

Deltron 464

Neutrik mains
Neutrik has introduced a new connector range designed to handle mains in the style of the Speakon system. The three-pole PowerCon connector comes in two versions for inlet and outlet, and can handle 20 Amps while meeting international and European safety standards. The ground connector makes before the other two, and all contacts are designed to prevent arcing when the plugs are disconnected under load.

Neutrik 466

APT codecs
APT has two new APT-X based codec systems. The BCF 256 Broadcast Communications Frame is designed to deliver full duplex FM quality stereo digital audio up to 15kHz over permanent links such as STLs and permanent studio networks. It incorporates an X.21 serial bitstream data interface and an integral terminal adapter for fail-safe ISDN backup should the normal link fail. There is an optional digital IO, and besides APT-X the unit supports Layer II and G.722 coding.

APT 467

Equi-Tech
The Equi-Tech is the company's smallest balanced power AC distribution unit and has a power handling capacity of 1000W. The company claims use of the units can produce noise-free video and lower error rates in digital broadcast and recording. The device has ten outlets and can handle 6.3 Amps and has EMI/RFI filtering and super-isolator options.

Equi-Tech 468

Web audio
Bringing its expertise to the 'webcasting' market, Telos' Audioactive Internet Audio Suite is a hardware and software system that makes it easy to provide real-time and stored audio streams over the Internet. Using enhanced MPEG Layer 3 coding, CD quality is claimed.

The system offers everything needed for a complete Internet Audio broadcast chain including encoding systems, a "transmitter" or audio server, and easy to get receivers or players - client software applications that run on listeners' computers. Key to the Telos approach is a dedicated hardware encoder, which offers more processing power than systems that are bound to general purpose CPUs. Audioactive requires PC soundcard and Power Mac Web surfers to down load a free player to listen to live Webcasts. Sample Audioactive at http://www.audioactive.com.

Telos 469
Alcatel Cable
Tarquad cable is now available in Multiquad versions of 6 or 12, where each quad configuration is individually screened and jacketed. Each quad within the overall jacket is numbered. Also available are Alcatel multicore snake cable - which contains a steel wire to help it withstand frequent coiling and uncoiling - and FST audio installation cable, available in PVC and low smoke zero halogen versions.

Head wipe
Q Videohead and Audio head cleaner has been developed specifically for the task and comes in a sachet containing an isopropyl alcohol impregnated lint-free tissue which is claimed to be kinder to heads than cotton buds. The tissue has a pure water-free impregnation combined with a proprietary cleaning agent which evaporates rapidly after use.

Cable Roller
The Cable Roller from Household Innovations is a device for coiling up lengths of cable without disconnecting either end. The device has two halves which are first aligned, before placing the cable across the slot. Winding the two halves in opposition coils the cable around an inner core. Cable can be released by pushing a button to rotate the two halves or by winding in the opposite direction.

Video and Audio Installations

Tactile M4000
Tactile Technology has added an expansion control surface to its M4000 digitally controlled analogue mixing system. The M415 is similar to the main control surface but without the output controls, and carries all the input controls including gain, EQ, routing and motorised faders. As the system can handle up to 240 input channels, this expansion gives access to much more of the desk at one time. Joining it is a new high-resolution meter bridge, and a video interface allowing all the information from the desk's LCD display to be shown on a monitor along with timecode.

Alesis
Alesis' Studio 32 16-channel in-line recording console allows 16-track recording and monitoring. The 4-group design has XLR inputs and 3-band equalisation with parametric mid on each channel. The unit also offers six aux sends, and mute and solo functions. Balanced and unbalanced connection is available, with most sockets using TRS jacks.

AMS Neve
Allowing six Tascam DA-88/38 transports to be connected to any AMS Neve MADI-equipped console via a single port, the company's TDFI/MADI interface can be used with a coax or optical fibre link.

PR&E's Integrity
Pacific Research & Engineering has introduced a digital broadcast radio console called the Integrity with resort and the option to automate parameters. Integrating an analogue sub-system, the desk is able to keep on air if the digital path fails. The desk has two microphone inputs: four microphone/line selectable analogue inputs; ten stereo digital line inputs (which can be switched to analogue); four mix-minuses (two telco feeds and two remote feeds with IFB); and access to all six auxes. Channels are all fitted with 100mm faders. Other features include stereo cue and effects routing, on-board oscillator and talkback.

Allen & Heath
The W/20:8.2 is an 8-buss mixer with eight tape returns and a midmix switch to instantly route the tape returns through the input channels. The eight mic/line channels have balanced XLR or jack inputs, with an insert point and eight auxiliaries on individual controls. Equalisation is 4-band with sweepable mids and there is an EQ in/out switch. Six stereo line inputs have 2-band equalisation and access to all six auxes. Channels are all fitted with 100mm faders. Other features include stereo cue and effects routing, on-board oscillator and talkback.

Radio furniture
Media Engineering has a planning, design and installation service for radio stations running alongside its manufacturing division, and has launched the MEFUR range of studio furniture. This is described as easy to install and modular so it can be adapted to fit any control room and is the result of requests from radio clients. The company adds that office furniture is not ideal because there is nowhere to hide cables while custom-built furniture can be expensive. The MEFUR range includes tables, desks, chairs, meter bridges and storage units.

Soundcraft
A 24-channel expander is available for the Ghost and Ghost LE mixers. The channel strips are identical and the MIDI mules also integrate with the main mixer system. The manufacturer points out that adding an expander to a 32-channel console will provide 120 separately controllable inputs on midbox.

AMS Neve
Available now for the 62R digital mixer is the CDE-AS-S 8-channel AES/EBU interface card. This allows a single card to perform a function that previously demanded two slots on the mixer - for example, an 62R can now handle 16 channels of IO in that format.

Korg
Korg has announced price cuts to its Soundlink digital recording system, of which the centrepiece is the 168 RC recording console. The 16.8 digital desk has two ADAT inputs and eight analogue inputs, two internal effects and sequencer-driven automation. Prices have also been cut for the audio interface and converters.

Soundtracs
New to the Topaz range of mixers are three desks in 4-buss configuration. The Topaz 12 and 14 are available with rackmount kits, while the 24-4 is freestanding. The manufacturer claims that with Analogue Devices 1 SS M2071 ultra-low noise input amplifiers, the consoles outperform any competitive product on signals. The Topaz 12 and 14 are available with rackmount kits, while the 24-4 is freestanding. The manufacturer claims that with Analogue Devices 1 SS M2071 ultra-low noise input amplifiers, the consoles outperform any competitive product on signals. All three desks have solo and mute on every channel, two stereo effects returns and 3-band equalisation.
Consoles

Otari
The company's Lightwinder LW10 multichannel stage and console master fibre optic cable link connects between stage and mixing consoles and is significant in not requiring a computer. Up to 54 channels (48 in/16 out) can be handled by one LW10 using dual transmission lines. Each audio input channel on the stage master has its own mic preamp, phantom power and mic line gain trim pot. The system has been supplemented by the Lightwinder Colosseum with new features such as PC remote controlled functions of the 8-channel AD/DA modules, a 4-channel intercom module in addition to rear slots for 4-channel optional control data I/Os.

Sony live
Suitable for live sound applications, Sony's SRP-V300 Series mixers come in 16, 24, 32 and 40 channel versions with four stereo channels as standard. The desk has eight axues, eight matrix outputs, eight subgroups, 4-band EQ with variable low cut filter, and mute grouping. Mute group scenes can be directly recalled in 8 console keys with 128 scenes recalled via MIDI plus 8 via parallel remote terminal.

MEMIX is a professional analog mixing console for broadcasting studios. Easy to operate, MEMIX offers all essential functions: no confusing knobs, switches or displays - just faders and pushbuttons, which can be programmed with any desired control function. The modular MEMIX system consists of 4-fader operation modules, a 3-fader plus master module (both modules acting as remote control devices only), a 19"/4U chassis with all electronics and a power supply unit (19"/1U).

Barth unveils digital radio station
Barth has shown an EELA Audio digital mixing system called D MAX which combines digital mixing with matrices. The system is aimed at a number of broadcast applications, including a journalist's workstation, sound transfer and the smaller self-up-on-air studio. Up to 32 mono or 16 stereo signal analogue or digital, can be routed digitally to either two or six control channels, providing one or two stereo outputs. There is a 7 x 24 stereo routing system on the output and 32 x 12 router on the input stage input. A range of converters and digital IO modules are available, allowing the system to be tailored to individual requirements.

R-5 radio desk
Audioarts Engineering, a division of Wheatstone Corporation, has introduced the R-5 on-air radio console which the company claims is simple to install and does not require disassembly. Among its features, the R-5 has two pairs of Sifam VU meters for stereo program and audition, and all switches are LED illuminated for easy identification and low maintenance. It includes Audioarts' Simple Phone mix-minus feature, which simplifies a station's multiple call-in operations; full function tape remote controls; on/off button nomenclature; and four microphone preamps. The new console also provides electronic switching throughout and two inputs per channel.

Sony 484

Libra Live
The Libra Live digital console has been specifically designed for broadcast production but is based on the Libra music recording desk architecture. Using the same processor and IO hardware as Libra, dynamic automation and music recording controls have been replaced with live production functions such as the ability to switch in a back-up microphone. Input channels can route to console-wide output, auxiliary, mix-minus and sub-group busses. VCA style groups can also be created and each input channel, group or output can be configured with filters, EQ, dynamics and inserts in almost any order.

AMX Neve 488

Moving mix
Professional Sound Corporation's M8 portable audio mixer has been specifically designed for feature film and other types of location sound recording. Features include eight inputs, condenser microphone powering, 3-band parametric EQ, high pass filters, fully adjustable compression/limiters, pre- and post-fader, individual channel line output and insert points, complete channel assignment and patching controls to the four main and two auxiliary outputs. The output section contains four line outputs, two auxes, four selectable headphone feeds, reference oscillator, bargraph meters, built-in stereo monitor speakers and communications monitoring.

PR&E AirWave
Pacific Research & Engineering's low cost AirWave broadcast console has a mainframe that is fully enclosed welded-steel but modular. Optical-isolated logic interfacing for remote and machine control is built into the modules for plug and play interconnection to other studio equipment. Other standard features include: a preamplifier module containing five high-performance microphone preamplifiers with phantom power; balanced patch points, a stereo program-1, program-2 and monaural output module, a dual remote line selector module, a time of day clock and event timer, and an easy to use telephone module. AirWave also provides headphone system monitoring facilities for control room, studio, co-host and guests; four illuminated Sifam meters; assignable A/B input control logic; built-in cue speaker and operator's room headphone amplifier and built-in studio talkback microphone.

PR&E 489

DDA CS8
Designed for FOI1 use, the CS8's modules are in blocks of eight but individual PCBs can be removed with the rotary knobs still attached. In addition to eight subgroups and eight aux sends, the CS8 has six matrix outputs and is fitted with DDAS Spatial Image System (SIS), as used on the CS3, which claims enhanced positioning, with stronger stereo image regardless of the listener's position in the auditorium.

DDA 491
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Mackie's SR40-8 for Live Sound and Sound Recording.

Now shipping: the World's Best Large-Format Console Value.

NEVER BEFORE HAS SO MUCH BEEN SO AFFORDABLE.

Using the automated manufacturing processes and design expertise that established our 8xBus and SR Series, we've created a no-compromise, 40x8x3 large-format live sound console that's equally suited for sound recording.

- Center-mounted master section includes fader link L/R switch, center master fader, center solo + LED, L/R & L-R master level faders, L&R solo switches + LED indicators.

- Independent L/R/Center bus assignment.

- On-board snapshot group networking with external computer control capabilities.

- 12x4 matrix mixer w/Center, L & R input controls, matrix mute button + LED, matrix master level control, and matrix solo + LED.

- 60 (or 56) mono channel strips with Mackie's renowned high-headroom/low-noise discrete mic preamps, polarity switches & sweepable 10-800Hz low cut (high pass) filters at 12dB/octave.

- Flip switch for stage monitor applications exchanges the master control of any selected aux send with the corresponding subgroup fader and routes the aux send to the sub insert jacks, side master fader, "Air" EQ, and balanced output connectors.

- UltraMute section has 99 mute groups and 99 snapshots capability, mute select switch + LED indicators, Store/Preview, Snapshot/Clear /Do It switches + LEDs, 10-unit snapshot indicator, group indicator, Mode-Up/Down switches.

- Talkback section includes talkback mic input (phantom powered), assign switches for Matrix A-B-C/D/Aux 1-4/Aux.

- Built-in Clear-Com compatible interface; ties the SR4048 into any Clear-Com party-line intercom system, with ground isolation, ignore switch, call button + LED, and a trick or two that even Clear-Com doesn't have.

- Rear panel includes RS232 data port & MIDI In and Out jacks, as well as an exhaustive list of balanced inputs, outputs, throughputs and switchboards.

- External 400-watt power supply with redundant power capability.

- 4-pin XLR lamp sockets and dimmer...
Dateq

Dateq's Onyx mixer is said to be convenient to use as the heart of an audio system in health clubs, bars, small discos and conference rooms. Each of its six channels is fitted with two separate inputs with channels 1 and 2 having mic inputs with separate gain controls and 2-band EQ plus voice activated signal priority with an adjustable ducking threshold. The device has two independent stereo outputs for zoning with 3-band EQ and PFL on each.

Allen & Heath

The DR128 digital processor comprises 12 inputs and 8 outputs as a crosspoint matrix and is targeted at the installation and contracting market. The unit's processing includes graphic and parametric EQ, gate and compressor and parameters and configurations can be saved in 16 internal memories. User interface is via 12 definable soft keys and the system is capable of operating as eight 31-band graphic EQs for on-stage monitors or as a controller for multichannel surround sound panning.

Rane

The CP64 commercial processor has four stereo line level inputs and two paging micline inputs. Individual equalisation is provided for the two zones, one of which is mono and the other stereo. An interface is provided for the ZR1 remote which selects programme input and adjusts level, as well as the PR2 remote which selects zones. The system's priority logic supports independent zone paging while supporting emergency paging as well.

KAM

GMX One is a DJ mixer that is the first in a new Gold series of products from the company. The Gold designation is said to signify superior build quality and long-term reliability. The 6-input unit accommodates mic, three turntables and two line level devices. In place of audio faders there are VCAs, which have been used in order to reduce the possibility of noise or crackle.

Lambda Sales

VADIS modules

New modules for the Klotz Digital mixing console include a compress/surround and an extended bus selector module. Additionally the DSP Master module can now be assigned to any channel to give a more compact design.

Klotz Digital

Wheatstone desks

The newly designed TV-1000 console for live TV includes a combined version of the company's Bus-Minus and eight Mix-Minus systems to feed FBs and has claimed "unlimited" input source to bus routing capability with logic-follow for each source. It also provides comprehensive, intelligent monitoring capability with its Mute-Link feature, which enables footproof studio speaker muting and an on-air tally display. Using the TV-1000's Zone Groups, operators can quickly move from live "on-line" control to network feeds. Every input module and master output on the console has dedicated metering and the instant recall of switch settings and fader positions is possible via Wheatstone's Event computer, an optional feature on the TV-1000.

Other standard features on the desk include: individual channel compressor/limiters, user-defined aux send configuration (stereo or mono), stereo sub masters, comprehensive solid state switching, alphanumeric displays for each monitor module's selected source, European logic functions and machine control protocols with fader start, lighted tallies for all switches, and "On Console" power supply status indicators.

Wheatstone's SP-BEX television console features a source selector override which expands the console's source capability to over 300 inputs. Like its predecessor, the SP-6, the SP-BEX incorporates many of the features of the company's higher-end desks such as a complete switch selectable internal logic structure, mix-minus capability, and group muting. The SP-BEX also has a dedicated relay-operated machine control port for overseas clients, as well as traditional US-type opto-isolated control ports.

Lawo MC82

The MC82 digital desk is aimed at applications that require direct channel-oriented access to audio parameters. The desk builds on the features of the existing MC series digital desks from the company and supports the central audio facilities of the MC80 board. The MC80 and MC82 are designed for broadcast music and drama recording, postproduction and OBF use while the MC50 is targeted clearly at on-air and small production use.

Lawn claims its desks are unique in combining high-end digital signal processing with the modularity and flexibility more commonly associated with analogue consoles and are programmable through a signal matrix language which can accommodate up to four add-on operating units each containing four further faders.

The operating units, which can be table-mounted, are connected to a central chassis handling all of the electronics. The design of the desk, together with its sound quality and its ease of operation have made it popular with a number of radio broadcasters.

MEMIX upgrade

Swiss company Media Engineering has introduced a number of upgrades to its recently launched MEMIX digitally controlled analogue mixing console which is designed to appeal to the radio broadcast market.

The console can now be configured as a single three fader master operating unit or can be extended with the addition of up to four add-on operating units each containing four further faders.

The operating units, which can be table-mounted, are connected to a central chassis handling all of the electronics. The design of the desk, together with its sound quality and its ease of operation have made it popular with a number of radio broadcasters.

Studer D940

The Mk.II version of the company's D940 digital mixing console has been upgraded with D19 Mic/ADs microphone preamps. Analogue line inputs and outputs have been upgraded by D19M series modules with 20-bit AD and 22-bit DA converters. New also is the dual ADAT optical input card and the AES/EBU input card with optional Sampling Frequency Converter. The Mk.II features an ergonomically improved surface with green alphanumeric displays instead of the red ones as well as integrated control of local analogue and digital monitor selection matrices in addition to the existing digital DSP monitor router.

Studer

GPS features

GPS has introduced the D/ESAM Model 230 Digital Edit Suite Audio Mixer, and added several enhancements to the D/ESAM 400. New features in both models include fader range, user configuration registers, and D/ESAM IV protocol. The D/ESAM 230 also now offers send outputs, monitor sub-mixer, D/MEM write protection, Ace editor interface, and a BNC connector option. User benefits include programmable fader range for increased control when applying level changes, greater monitoring flexibility, enhanced editor control, more variety in edit systems supported, increased IO flexibility, and improved security for facilities that share use of D/ESAM 230 and 400 mixers by different users.

Graham-Patten Systems

Martinsound

The new RIF series of assignable mixing control surfaces are designed specifically to be used with digital audio electronics manufactured by the theatre sound specialist Level Control Systems. The combination of the two products creates an automated, multichannel mixing system with a tactile work surface which may be mounted remotely from the processor rack. A high speed serial link is used between the two. The RIF controller houses a user selectable number of servo-driven faders, laid out in single or double banks of eight. The system, which also incorporates automated switching functions, can handle multiple speaker arrays.

Neoteck
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STATUS
SIMPLY INGENIOUS

These days, buying an audio console is far more complicated than it used to be. There was a time when console decisions were easy. Fashion determined which name to buy. Huge consoles with huge price tags ruled the day. Not anymore! We at Otari want to make today’s console decisions painless. The top level of technology is available right now. At a truly amazing price!

Introducing the Status:
Digital control of analog signal path • Master Status Switching • EAGLE Automation with Snapshot Reset of routing and switch functions • Image Recall of all EQ, Aux buses, Panning & Mic trim potentiometers • Fader & Mute Automation on Mix & Channel paths • Metal TV patchbay versions • Optional Moving Fader Automation
*Available in 3 frame sizes

Status is way more than a symbol! See your Otari dealer -
AND AUDITION A STATUS

Otari Inc. • Japan
Phone: ++81-(0)424-81-8620 • Fax: ++81-(0)424-81-8633
Otari Corporation • USA
Phone: ++1-415-341-5900 • Fax: ++1-415-341-7200
Otari Singapore Pte., Ltd. • Singapore
Phone: ++65-284-7211 • Fax: ++65-284-4727
Otari Deutschland GmbH • Germany
Phone: ++49-(0)2159-50861 • Fax: ++49-(0)2159-1778

READER RESPONSE No. 008
Macco Digital 8 Buss

**Configured as a 48:8:2,** Mackie's long awaited digital 8-buss has an in-line assignable architecture. There's an assignable rotary controller per channel and 100mm touch-sensitive moving faders arranged to the left of a "Fat" channel strip. The control section containing more channel hard controls plus transport keys for machines and automation.

The console will ship with 24 channels of analogue tape IO with three 8-track optional digital interfaces for MDMs available. Twelve balanced mic/line channels are provided with direct outs plus 12 additional balanced line inputs. 12 auxes per channel, 4-band parametric EQ with switchable variable high/low shelving and a sweepable high pass filter, dynamics processing and eight separate group buss outputs with fader and mute automation.

Converters are 24-bit, 64x oversampled DACs and 20-bit 64x oversampled ADCs. 8Mb of RAM is standard as is a floppy disk drive and 500Mb of hard disk for storage and retrieval of the fully dynamic UltraMix II automation data. A built-in modem permits DSP files and operating updates to be loaded.

Other points of note include a well equipped talkback section, built-in meter bridge with dynamics indication and a multilingual help facility. Connecting up an SVG monitor displays automation and DSP parameters with additional control afforded by a mouse and keyboard.
Take advantage of the high quality, multi-purpose DDA CS8. Designed for demanding fixed installations, theatres and touring applications this large format audio mixing console fits any bill.

Available from the compact 16 input to the fully blown 48 input, the CS8 offers complete flexibility at an advantageous price.

All the DDA CS8 consoles contain some unique and very distinctive features such as:
- 4 stereo inputs, capable of accepting Mic or Line level signals in stereo or mono forms; 8 Sub-Groups, allowing fully flexible control of the overall sound stage; 6 Matrix Outputs, giving the flexibility required for theatrical fixed installations; 2 Stereo Returns, enabling stereo effects returns to enter the console without using up valuable full mono or stereo inputs.

Console Linking, any two CS8 consoles can be electronically linked for those special large events;

- Tactile - Colour Coded Pot Kncbs, specially designed by DDA to allow easy use and instant positional identification;
- VU/LED Meterbridges, available as an option for flexible and accurate input and output signal monitoring.

In addition to all these outstanding features, the DDA CS8 incorporates the unique Spatial Image System™ (SIS), designed to give you and your audience a clear sound advantage.

So, wherever you are mixing, you can be totally confident that you have an all round advantage with the CS8.
Calrec S2
Calrec's S Series broadcast console has grown in capabilities with the introduction of the Mk.2. Chief among the additions are VCA fader groups and VCA master control, surround routing and processing in 3-track, 4-track or 5-track formats with surround panning on all channels. Surround processing and VCA group faders are optional, and without them the dimensions of the Mk 1 are retained, giving very high control density for compact applications such as OB vehicles.

Sony processor
Equipped with 20-bit linear AD/DA converters and using 96kHz sampling frequency the 2-channel SRP-F700 digital processor offers channel division, equalisation and delay for sound reinforcement systems. The device has five processing modes: four for channel dividing and one for signal distribution and each mode has equalisation suppressed through graphic/parametric EQs with notch filters, speaker delays and a limiter.

Behringer
Behringer has four new mixing systems: two in the Euro Rack series and two in the Eurodesk range, the largest being the Eurodesk MX2328 split console for live and recording applications. This provides a total of 32 channels with eight subgroups and eight aux busses, while at the other end of the scale the Eurodesk MX202 has four mic and four line inputs, 3-band EQ and stereo output.

55 Series
New features for the 55 Series console include VCA faders and input preselectors. The VCA fader system now provides 8 group master faders to supplement the 8 audio groups which the 55 desk may already be fitted with. The input preselectors constitute a snapshot automation system which controls the mic and line level inputs to the console.

Spirit Powerpad
With a width of only 22cm, the Spirit Folio Powerpad powered mixer has a standard 30W amp that can be switched between mix and monitor outputs and ten inputs. It has four mic inputs, two stereo inputs, and each mono input has 2-band EQ, and a postfader aux send. Phantom power is switched globally, stereo inputs are equipped with switchable RIAA preamps and a 24-bit return together with peak and VU metering, a headphones output and clip protect.

Midas XL200
Now available for the XL200 console is a 50-input MIDI package, with 128 scene memory. Configured as 42 mono and four stereo inputs, the package allows routing to any combination of 21 audio busses and incorporates a 13 x 8 matrix.

D&H has plans
D&H will release a large format production console later in the year as the result of feedback from Cinemarix consoles used in film, post-production and music recording. The new desk will be available in different configurations to suit these three market sectors.

The console will feature dual inline modules with two 4-band equalisers, 8-way surround panning on all inputs, recall on all pots and switches, 16 auxes, 32 group output busses, a master section with extensive monitoring options, machine control, two automated joysticks, a built-in VGA LCD, and monitor insert for interfacing with surround encoders/decoders. The desk has eight master output busses and is capable of handling all surround formats. Options will include a stems/matrix module for surround monitoring, Powerfade motorised faders and virtual dynamics.

Virtua 11
The advantage DL-83 digital console is designed to provide any combination of remote manual or automatic mixing functions without the need for an external computer. Each unit provides eight balanced mic/line inputs, plus an aux line input. Further units can be added via the expansion port. The Advantage ANC-22 ambient noise compensator automatically adjusts sound system gain to compensate for changes in background noise levels. The mic/line input is fitted with 24V phantom power and the controller accepts mono or stereo input.

Seem’s Seccor
Asynchronous sources offer sample rates ranging from 8kHz to over 100kHz, which are dealt with internally, a process on which Seem currently has a patent pending. Above this the unit is capable of handling sampling frequencies up to and over 100kHz and has 32-bit maths with 24-bit output. Seecor lets users connect several control surfaces to the same rack and share sources.

MTA 8-buss
The MTA has launched an 8-buss version of the Series 900 desk called the 908. Facilities include 4-band sweep EQ on all inputs, one mic and two line inputs on channels, eight auxes and channel auto-muting.

Each input module has a track monitor section making it possible to monitor the send and return to 24 tracks. Monitor level, pan, mute and two aux sends are provided.

The 8-channel output section has 2-band sweep EQ, six auxes, 100mm group faders and bar-graph metering. Standard frame sizes of 24 mono and four stereo inputs or 32 mono and four stereo inputs are available.
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Soundtracs digital desk
Aimed at higher profile music and postproduction studies, Soundtracs’ DPC11 digital desk is in-line in appearance with 4-band parametric bell-shelf EQ, keyed and sidechained compressors and gates, 16 auxes and multiformat output bussing.

Worksurfaces will be in two sizes with 64 and 80x100mm motor faders, six colour TFT LCDs and 10-segment LED meter bridge. Like the Virtua, the system has a separate worksurface and converter rack and incorporates talkback and foldback to two studio areas and a multistim monitoring matrix.

Automation and machine control takes dynamic automation including EQ, snapshots and will the bussing structure.

The board is based on Virtua core software but all new hardware will be available later in the year. The desk employs 24-bit sampling on the ADCs and is touchscreen driven with the promise of importing reverberation algorithms into the system.

The company is understood to be talking to another manufacturer about the possibility of integrating hard disk recording into its digital desk products.

Biamp Systems
The Advantage MLA-84 programmatable matrix switcher automates crosstown switching for eight inputs and four outputs with 50 presets and 16 logic outputs. External control methods include infrared and wired wall-mount controls.

Seem Audio
Asynchronous sources offer sample rates ranging from 8kHz to over 100kHz, which are dealt with internally, a process on which Seem currently has a patent pending. Above this the unit is capable of handling sampling frequencies up to and over 100kHz and has 32-bit maths with 24-bit output. Seecor lets users connect several control surfaces to the same rack and share sources.

MTA 8-buss
The MTA has launched an 8-buss version of the Series 900 desk called the 908. Facilities include 4-band sweep EQ on all inputs, one mic and two line inputs on channels, eight auxes and channel auto-muting.

Each input module has a track monitor section making it possible to monitor the send and return to 24 tracks. Monitor level, pan, mute and two aux sends are provided.

The 8-channel output section has 2-band sweep EQ, six auxes, 100mm group faders and bar-graph metering. Standard frame sizes of 24 mono and four stereo inputs or 32 mono and four stereo inputs are available.

Biamp Systems
Asynchronous sources offer sample rates ranging from 8kHz to over 100kHz, which are dealt with internally, a process on which Seem currently has a patent pending. Above this the unit is capable of handling sampling frequencies up to and over 100kHz and has 32-bit maths with 24-bit output. Seecor lets users connect several control surfaces to the same rack and share sources.

MTA 8-buss
The MTA has launched an 8-buss version of the Series 900 desk called the 908. Facilities include 4-band sweep EQ on all inputs, one mic and two line inputs on channels, eight auxes and channel auto-muting.

Each input module has a track monitor section making it possible to monitor the send and return to 24 tracks. Monitor level, pan, mute and two aux sends are provided.

The 8-channel output section has 2-band sweep EQ, six auxes, 100mm group faders and bar-graph metering. Standard frame sizes of 24 mono and four stereo inputs or 32 mono and four stereo inputs are available.
Creative freedom.

Breaking down traditional barriers puts the future at your fingertips. Already, the distinction between film, video and audio post production has become blurred, and leading audio exponents are demanding super-fast, super-smart digital technology to meet the challenge head on.

SSL's advanced audio mixing and editing tools meet, and exceed the needs of today's professionals, giving users total control and the ability to unleash their true creativity.

Today, access to stored audio and video is instant, enabling synchronous operation across both domains.

SSL's ergonomic control surfaces are designed for fluid flexibility, and are backed by full dynamic, or snapshot, automation of all parameters.

Make a bid for freedom and control. Buy into the future.

Solid State Logic

Total control.
Rane has introduced Engineered Conference Systems (ECS), a line of electronics for engineered and audio teleconferencing, distance learning, boardroom and courtroom applications, plus a new DSP multiprocessor, the RPM 26.

ECS is RaneWare RW232 software-controlled and features automizers, echo cancellers, telephone access (two/four wire), remote setup and diagnostics with password protection. It is a system rather than a selection of products, and was conceived as such from a field perspective.

The system is predominantly software programmed and controlled, using a serial port on a PC or Mac Power PC. There are currently five distinct products and others are slated for introduction this year. At the heart of the system is the Base ECB-6 unit which interfaces with all other ECS products and external devices. A dedicated automizer, the Mixer ECM-6, was designed for teleconferencing and distance learning. Each can accommodate up to eight sources, and six automizers can be used with a Base ECB-6 to give a total of 48 inputs.

The mixers interface with each other and the Base unit via a proprietary protocol. An optional ECA-1 echo canceller, can form an internal part of the mixer. The ECS-6 stereo option allows the Base unit to process stereo and mono signal sources while the EGI-7 telephone interface provides access between the telephone service and a control system such as AMX or Crestron, the Base unit and the programming computer. ECS integrates with other Rane products such as the RPE 228, equaliser and MA 65 multichannel amplifier.

The RPM 26 DSP multiprocessor contains all signal processing required between the mixer and amps in small to medium size installations. Using preprogrammed configurations and RaneWare software, the RPM 26 provides signal processing functions including high and low cut filters, compression, delay, crossover, parametric EQ, splitting, input summing, limiting, level control and sine wave or pink noise generation. It contains two analogue inputs and six analogue outputs and configurations and settings are stored in 16 internal, non-volatile memories, eight of which are contact closure accessible from the rear panel Remote Switch Interface (RSI) port. All 16 memories are accessible from RaneWare’s Site Control Panel.

Soundcraft Series Five

Following numerous clandestine trade show appearances, Soundcraft has recently announced its new FOX1 desk, the Series Five, which the company claims is its finest to date.

Available in sizes from 24 to 48 mono channels with an additional 4 mic/line stereo inputs, the desk has 8 groups, 12 auxes, sweepable high and low pass filters, LCR panning, 256 MIDI snapshot memories, 10 matrix outputs and 10 VCA groups. It also has a new power supply with a three-year warranty.

Double debut

The AD 144 mixer is designed for studio and outside broadcast use. Featuring four outputs and four auxiliaries and extensive monitor features, it is now available in standard 12-24 channel frames. An optional communications module is now also available.

The AD 149 console for film and drama applications features two outputs and two auxiliaries, continuously variable gain, comprehensive switched EQ, channel inserts and limiters. This console replaces the AD 062, offering more features in a smaller footprint. There are two levels of multipin options for fast setup and break down. Six-12 channel versions are available.
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Totally Digital
When we say all digital, we mean all digital. Mix and match AES/EBU, TDIF-1® ADAT® ODI or 20bit Analog I/O.

Unequalled Sonic Quality
48bit Equalization and Filtering (an X exclusive). 20bit converters, 128X over sampling. RSP’s award-winning DSP designers and software writers have years of DSP experience.

Surround Sound
Circle Surround® matrix encoding in DSP is included. Assignable automated joystick can be used with either matrix encoding or 5.1 channel discrete surround outputs.

Dynamics Processing
Two internal DSP effects processors. Hi and Lo Cut Filters, 4-Band Parametric EQ, HUSH®/Gating, Compressor, Delay Line, Stereo Linking, Sidechain Filter Insertion to Compressor and HUSH, Phase Reverse, ALL on EVERY channel strip! Plus-award-winning Chorus, Delay, Reverb and Pitch Shifting on two of the Aux. Returns.

Full Dynamic Automation
EVERY mix function is dynamically automated. 128 snapshots.

---

Project X is available as a 32 channel system, expandable to 48 or 64 input channels with 8, 16, or 24 simultaneous track assign buses. Upgradable software. Applications include music mixing, audio post, mix to pic productions and sound design. Made in the USA.
Calrec digital X-series

Calrec has previewed its first all-digital desk called the X-series, aimed specifically at radio on-air production. Many of its functions are screen-based which the company claims solves the compromises of creating a desk that can be used easily by a journalist or DJ but is still able enough to cope with fairly complex radio productions. The product is said to have emerged from the development line of the company’s all-digital T-series desk.

SSL Altimix

The Altimix digital postproduction system uses SSL’s DiskTrack and Hub Router technology and incorporates new high speed proprietary digital processing. It combines an assignable control surface with dedicated, advanced audio editing with integrated video plus audio mixing tools for multiformat work.

New facilities have been added to Euronorm models MX2642, MX2804 and MX1602. All models now have mute LEDs and rackmounting mixers have input gain controls in place of switchable operating levels. The MX2642 now has a 4-band equaliser on the stereo channels, while the 2804 benefits from a 2-track input and alternative 3/4 outputs, which route inputs to a second output bus rather than simply muting them.

When Sound Breaks The Barrier Of Light...

Yamaha

The first desk from the company’s Taiwanese factory, the MX12/4 has eight mono inputs and two stereo channels feeding four subgroups. Balanced XLR mic inputs, digital reverts, 3-band equalisation on input channels and a 7-band graphic equaliser are included.

Suitable for freestanding or rackmounted operation, the MX12/4 is claimed to have outstanding performance for the price, including low noise head amps and good RF rejection.

When the world of sound is invaded by the digital universe...

Dedicated control panels for all automated signal processing, routing and switching provide operator familiarity. With up to 48-track recording and editing, expandable to 128 channels of disk recording with multi-user partitioning, features include automatic record take management, with 50 levels of undo, a multilevel take editor, and 48-track drop-ins with instantaneous playback monitoring and user selectable advanced record function. New editing commands include real-time clip auditing and spotting, clip gain profiling and an advanced multichannel feature set, with automation data dynamically linked to audio clips for repeatability through multiple editorial changes.

The Non Linear Digital Video Recorder uses graphical clip-based editing techniques with access to four selectable playback channels.

SSL

Martinsound

Martinsound has acquired a license to make and sell the ADT ControlPro and SpottingPro product line developed originally by LarTec Systems. Martinsound’s version will include support for non-linear audio/video replay and 9-pin control. The computer based system provides a direct interface to the ADR/Foley console’s playback monitor and track arming switches. All Pro Section automatically handles the switching of monitoring and record functions.
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Behringer 528

Martinsound 529
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Audix routers

Audix Broadcast

Telex UHF debuts

Telex

Audio Precision

Audio Precision’s Windows-based software enables the user to lay out a virtual test bench including test instrument panels; it also allows users to view six parameters at once.

AP

New Pro-Bel AES/EBU for XD

Pro-Bel has released AES/EBU versions of its advanced XD range of digital routers. The large-scale units come as 64x64, 64x128 or 128x64 matrices and are based on a standard 8u chassis with software that is fully compatible with all current Pro-Bel routers and system controllers. All facilities are integrated to allow field expansion from the starting sizes up to a maximum capacity of 1024x1024 without requiring ancillary hardware.

The system is compatible with sample rates from 32kHz to 54kHz and supplies synchronous switching to allow click-free on-air running. Routing of mixed sample rate signals is handled by each source being identified as either synchronous or asynchronous.

Two outputs per destination are available in the balanced I0 version of the router, which allows easy system integration. An unbalanced I0 version is also available, working on coaxial cable. It is possible for end users to edit or monitor specific parameters using a PC.

Pro-Bel

Production metering

Creative Mastering has introduced the APM96 audio production meter which combines peak level and phase correlation meters and a 1/3rd octave spectrum analyser with a choice of analogue and digital inputs. Functions include peak hold and audio snapshot memories.

Creative Mastering

DK Audio

DK Audio now offers the MSD800 eight-channel PPM display with seven different scales, plus phase meter, audio vector oscilloscope and spectrum analyser.

DK Audio
A STAR IS BORN!
DaD Digital Audio Dubber

24 Tracks • One Hard Drive
576 Tracks with 24 DaDs
Intuitive Remote User Interface
‘Slip & Slide’ Track-to-track & DaD-to-DaD
18-Bit Analog & AES/EBU Outputs Standard
Reverse Play • SmartLock
Per Channel Cost Under £450
Fairlight’s Legendary Audio Quality

NOW PLAYING AT:
Warner Brothers
Toll-AO Studios
Creative Cafe
Modern Sound
Soundelux

Fairlight ESP Limited
Unit 12, Spectrum House
32-34 Gordon House Road, London NW5 1LP
Tel: (0171) 267 3323 Fax: (0171) 267 0919
www.fairlightesp.com.au

ASIA - Sydney
Tel: +61 2 9975 1230 Fax: +61 2 9975 6744

JAPAN - Tokyo
Tel: +81 3 5450 8531 Fax: +81 3 5450 8530

USA - Los Angeles
Tel: +1 310 287 1400 Fax: +1 310 287 0200

READER RESPONSE No. 016
Chromatec

A new version of the AM-2 in-picture loudness meter has been developed by the manufacturer in conjunction with British broadcast organisations Thames Television and the ITC.

The AM-2L allows level, phase, sum and difference and loudness functions to be superimposed on a television picture or internally generated black background. An on-screen menu allows the user to configure the layout as required.

It is the loudness function which resulted from development by the broadcasters, as a means of quantifying the subjective loudness of commercials and promotions.

Television broadcast organisations such as the BBC, ITV and the ITC have found that by providing loudness monitoring in real time at the on-screen generation point, system designers are able to ensure that programmes meet agreed loudness criteria.

Michael Stevens & Partners 538

Tektronix

There are two new options for the 764 digital audio monitor: an embedded audio input and an analogue line input.

Option 01 adds a serial digital video input with embedded audio demultiplexing to the AES/EBU inputs on the 764 base unit. This allows real-time level, phase and session monitoring of one group of four channels, as well as continuous monitoring of groups of four channels for audio activity.

Option 02 adds an analogue line output, allowing one of the stereo inputs to the 764 to be monitored via an amplifier and speakers.

Tektronix 539

TiMax automated matrix

TiMax is a DSP-based fully automated audio matrix that offers static and dynamic control of level and time delay at every matrix point. It is claimed to be among the first systems of its type to make delay mapping and the use of the Haas effect possible in a distributed or surround sound system.

It has a maximum capacity to route 32 inputs to 32 outputs while the control software is live driven allowing static and dynamic audio events to be saved and recalled by manual recall, remote control or timecode triggering. Sound reinforcement, fixed installations and film sound recording audio test set now comes with APWIN Version 1.4 software and includes facilities for stimulating and measuring the AES serial audio interface and its embedded audio as well as conventional and multi-tone test capabilities for analogue and digital audio. The new software makes more digitally generated signal choices available.

The Systems Two Dual Domain Prism DScope

Featuring high quality analogue and digital measurement and signal generation, the DScope Series III also offers jitter and related digital interface measurements.

The interface measurements complement those available on the DSA-1 handheld digital signal analyzer. The system does not require cards to be fitted inside the host computer and runs under Windows 95 or NT.

Measurement electronics are housed in a small external unit which occupies the same footprint as a notebook computer.

Outboard Electronics 540

Switch in time

Audio Precision has introduced a range of audio switches. The SW-2122 range is capable of handling multiple or multichannel devices under test. It includes a new BNC-type connector version designed for unbalanced audio circuits and features audio crosstalk better than -134dB for the balanced version and -120dB for the unbalanced version.

The Systems Two Dual Domain Prism DScope

Neutrik software and analyser

Neutrik's well-known A2/A2-D test systems can now be controlled from a Windows PC using the A2-40 remote control software. All generator and analyser settings are displayed permanently and on-screen buttons provide direct access to the most commonly used functions and commands.

Displays include numerical readouts, eight bargraphs and FFT spectrum analysis for suitably-equipped A2s, and the software allows automated test procedures to be run for applications like quality control.

Neutrik 544

Pro Bel

The 6672 and 6673 modules embed and extract audio within a digital video signal and conform to the SMPTE and Sony formats, with user selection. The 6672 Embedder accepts two AES/EBU dual-channel signals, which are then inserted into two of the four available groups in the serial digital video data stream. The 6673 extractor allows the user to select which group of embedded channels to decode.

Pro Bel 545

Rohde & Schwarz

Two additions to the FSE range of spectrum analysers are the FSEM, operating to 26.5GHz, and the FSEK which operates to 40GHz. The new analysers are intended to meet the increased demand for testing at higher frequencies for such reasons as growing communications traffic.

Rohde & Schwarz 546

Spectral has Windows NT version of StudioTracks

Spectral has announced a 32-bit Windows NT version of StudioTracks XP and that it intends to emphasise NT workstation support across its entire product line. Producer 2.5 and Express 1.5 also run under NT using NT drivers developed for the Prisma DAW. StudioTracks XP is described as the most powerful and complete of the company's three editing interfaces.

Version 3.1 of the MediaFiler software signal processor, data compressor and format converter for digital files now incorporates QDesign MEGP conversion features. The system supports consoles PC used from WAV, AIF, Unix SND and Sound Designer among other formats.

Spectral 547

Prolog is a cheaper AudioFile

A new addition to the AMS Neve family of digital audio editing systems, the AudioFile Prolog is an "attractively priced" 16-bit system which includes integral machine control plus a range of options, including future upgrade to 24-bit features include up to 24 "virtual" tracks, user-defined graphic presentation of 16 or 24 tracks, and 16-track audio outputs.

AMS Neve 543

Hard Disk

HARD DISK

FOR FURTHER PRODUCT INFORMATION USE OUR FREE ENQUIRY SERVICE
Osiris restoration
Osiris sonic restoration software is a plug-in package for TripleDAT which provides declicking, denoising, exciting and sub-bass enhancement. A Pentium 166 can drive the processes and an equaliser simultaneously and like any of the Creamware effect modules, Osiris can be used in TripleDAT's "warp" operation in which the incoming signal is processed and brought to the output in real-time without resorting to hard disk storage.

Creamware [548]

Disk arrays
Cipric has a new release of its 6900 Series of UltraSCSI disk arrays. Introduced originally in 1995 as the first of its type to reach transfer rates of 40MB/second, the new model offers improved performance at smaller request sizes and additional capacity and upgrade options. Available in nine or five drive configurations, capacities start at 16GB and go up to 72GB and have hot swap drives and power supplies.

Cipric [549]

Digigram pockets MPEG
Digigram has developed its PCX card range and produced a portable version that is the first PCMCIA MPEG digital audio module for professional use. The PCX card is a Type II PC card designed to turn laptop computers into professional recording and editing devices. Used in conjunction with editing software, the PCX card creates a full digital audio workstation on a portable PC. Material processed on the laptop using this new card can be transferred from remote locations using a modem or ISDN terminal plug-in. The PCX card has all the features and processing power of Digigram's PCX digital audio boards and works in PCM-linear and MPEG audio compressed modes to carry out coding, processing and decoding in real time. Among other features are two balanced mic/line inputs and two unbalanced outputs at line or headphone level.

Digigram [550]

FOR FURTHER PRODUCT INFORMATION USE OUR FREE ENQUIRY SERVICE

HARD DISK

Soundscape goes 32 bit with update

Soundscape has now released the SSAC-1 and SS8810-1 audio interface for the SSHDR1 DAWs. The SSAC-1 accelerator card expands and enhances the exiting unit and can be retrofitted to all units. It's a plug in DSP card which gives several times the processing capability of the original unit and gives an extra 8 channels of IO in the form of a TDIF port and is necessary for all who wish to upgrade to the new 32 bit Version 2.0 software and expand the number of ins and outs.

Also available is the SSHDR1Plus which has the SSAC-1 fitted as standard. All upgraded systems will have 10 inputs and 12 outputs when connected to a Tascam DA88 or Yamaha 02R/03D.

V2.0 software permits 12-track playback per unit and the SSAC-1 also includes an expansion port which can connect to an external expansion chassis which has a 512-channel audio bus and allows 14 cards to be plugged in for additional DSP and IO capability. Multiple SSHDR1 units can be connected to one expansion chassis and can share disk space, IO and processing.

The SS101-1 is an 8-channel digital and analogue interface which connects to the SSAC-1 via the TDIF port. It has 8 inputs and 8 outputs with balanced XLRs using 20-bit Crystal converters. There's also an ADAT optical interface, word/super clock in and out and 8 x10-segment LED metering.

Soundscape [551]

Mackie HUI takes hands-on approach

HUI is a hardware controller surface for DAWs developed jointly by Mackie and Digidesign. The Human User Interface will initially be available for use with Pro Tools 4 but will be compatible with other Digidesign DAE software from MoU, Opcode and Steinberg.

The surface has touch sensitive motorised faders, LCD scribble strips and controls for pan, sends, routing, automation and transport functions. An analogue control room section handles talkback and three Stereo IO pairs. There's also a dedicated section for editing and automating TDM plug-ins.

Mackie [552]

Nagra recorder/codec combo

Nagra's CIP combines a PCMCIA card recorder with an ISDN codec in a unit that can be rackmounted or freestanding. The codec communicates in speech and data modes and permits MPEG communications in both directions as well as G722 and G711 compression systems. This combination allows the CIP to receive incoming calls unattended and store them for future listening and can send ISDN messages on cue when called from another codec without operator intervention.

Targeted at radio broadcast and film post, the price of the unit is said to be less than most codecs and is fitted with two mic inputs (phantom, T-power and dynamic) which permit the mixing of live audio with previously recorded audio data. The CIP can also use two different communications protocols at the same time and as the software between it and Nagra's ARESC is 100% compatible, the two machines can talk to each other without an operator.

In a future version the telephone connector will be substituted by a SMPTE/EBU timecode connector which will transform the CIP into a postproduction playback unit. An IS422 serial port links to other equipment remotely while a BNC socket is provided for synchronisation purposes.

Nagra [553]

Sonorus STU/O 16ch PC card

STU/O is a PC card offering a 16-channel digital audio interface to Windows 95-based DAW software using two Alesis ADAT formats optical I/0s. It is supplied with software drivers compatible with existing Windows audio devices to provide compatibility with most editors. The primary application is direct interface to a pair of ADAT machines for direct transfer of material digitally between tape and disk, and it also gives the option of using the ADAT onboard converters to save buying additional hardware to feed the DAW. There is an 18-bit stereo analogue monitor output, and for mastering one or both of the ADAT interfaces can be software reconfigured to deliver S/PDIF complete with sample rate conversion.

Sonorus [554]

Digidesign evolution

Digidesign has heralded the new release of Pro Tools 4.0 as the most important evolutionary step in the system since the introduction of TDM. Supporting the company's new PCI and NuBus-based ProTools III, Pro Tools Project and Audiomedia hardware and using native PowerPC programming language, mixing capabilities have been increased with the inclusion of send and mute automation and dynamic automation of virtually all TDM plug-in parameters.

AudioSuite is a host-based file based Plug in specification for Pro Tools beginning with v4.0 and users of this version will get this feature free with every product in the Pro Tools family including Pro Tools III, Pro Tools Project, Pro Tools with Audiomedia and the host-based Pro Tools PowerMix.

The core of plug-ins includes reverse, normalise, gain, pitch shift, time compression/expansion, invert, DC offset removal, dither and duplicate. A new plug-in from the company is the LoFi/SciFi option which aims at providing "down-processing" and analogue synthesiser effects.

Digidesign [555]
Akai digital is the answer, what was the question?

6Is there an affordable digital MTR that syncs to anything at any speed with instantaneous lock-up, has proven reliability, records on random access Disks, is compatible with a wide range of products and conforms entire programs in seconds?

There is now, the Akai DD8. A self contained 8 track disk-based random access digital recorder which can replace existing tape or mag machines in any film-dubbing or television production environment. It uses an uncompressed 16-bit linear format and records to a user choice of Magneto Optical or removable Hard Disks.

Akai introduced the World's first audio editor using M/O storage in 1990 with the DD1000, and the mighty DD1500 16 track Digital Audio Workstation is probably the world’s fastest system available, with zero loss editing via fast dedicated buttons, digital mixing and EQ and a beautifully clear on screen display. Now shipping with two years worth of software development including the unique EDL package which allows conforming of EDLs from tape or even from Akai project disks; with this amazing feature the DD1500 can conform entire programs in an instant from studio recordings or rushes on disk. Since 1994, the entire product range has been gradually expanded to provide a family of compatible products, tried and tested. A worldwide digital standard.

The latest addition, the DD8, is the perfect ultra-reliable tool for all professional sound recording requirements without the endless frustrations of tape transport limitations. It’s ideal for syncing rushes, recording footsteps, foley or ADR, pre-mixing or mastering; in fact any recording task. It will synchronise to bi-phase or timecode in any direction or at any speed (including slow-motion). It can be fully remote controlled via GPIO or RS422 or even the legendary DL1500 system controller. Tracks can be slipped, nudged, and of course there is full audio scrub.

A single DL1500 can control up to 16 Akai digital units (any combination of DD8, DR8, DR16 or DD1500) via Ethernet. With a DL1500 functioning as its front end, the DD8 offers our full EDL autoconform package and much of the extensive editing capacity of the mighty DD1500 DAW at an extremely affordable price level.

The DD8 TDIF I/O option along with the analogue I/O (balanced on a DSUB connector) allows direct replacement of existing digital MTRs, and being disk based, the DD8 provides freedom from slow, inflexible operating methods and high maintenance costs. The DD8 in fact offers the ultimate flexibility of disk interchange without restriction, giving the freedom to take a disk from a recording stage to a sound editing suite, and from a sound editing suite to a dubbing theatre, at any stage loading into any compatible Akai unit. No time consuming transfer of audio from one media format to another, thus cutting hours from the work schedule. For those preferring to edit using computer based systems, Akai has worked with Grey Matter Response™ to provide DD8/DD1500 support in Mezzo Interchange for Macintosh™ allowing bi-directional conversion capability between Akai and any OMF-compatible DAW. Any conversion between the two formats will also incorporate all new edits in an updated file.

DD8, DD1500, DR8, DR16, compatible, networkable solutions.

Akai (UK) Ltd
EMI Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate
Parkway, Hounslow Middlesex TW4 6NQ
Tel 0181 897 6388 Fax 0181 759 8268
http://www.akai.com/akai pro
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Digital Audio Labs V8 DAW

Digital Audio Labs, producers of the CardD PC cards and software, is now shipping the V8 multitrack digital audio workstation system. The V8 is a modular hardware platform, featuring a main board with an upgradeable DSP architecture and a wide variety of input and output options, including digital interfaces for ADAT and DA-88-type machines.

The base configuration is capable of recording and playing up to 16 discrete tracks, and the system is completed by automated mixing and a patching and routing matrix.

DAL has a network of partners, known as Gearheads, who will be supplying application and DSP plug-in software for the V8 system.

Publison

Publison has introduced the Totalstation 32-track DAW for video and film postproduction, which incorporates many of the features of the Internal Workstation such as a graphical interface with waveforms. It also has ultra-fast tape backup which works in background.

Main features include 20-bit or 24-bit AD and DAW, 32-bit digital processing; the ability to multi-task; 32 audio tracks using RAID technology; jog and backwards play; 10-band parametric filters; one video track and powerful crossfades options. Totalstations also offer multi-user configuration via separate remote controls and can be networked.

Courier recorder

Sonifex’s Courier portable hard disk recorder has started shipping aimed at journalists, sports reporters and sound recordists. Weighing 1.4kg the machine records digital audio to a PCMCIA card, has graphical scrub wheel editing and can transfer audio via mobile phone, modem and ISDN.

Fostex adds two multitracks

Fostex has released two digital multitrack recorder-editors with the D-90 and D-160 both of which are standalone rackmounting devices with removable front panel-remote controls hiding a hard drive caddie.

The D-90, like the D-80, can record eight tracks simultaneously with non-destructive cut, copy, paste and move editing plus undo and redo. Additional features include 48kHz recording, an additional four virtual reels (total nine) with their own locate points, the ability to chase to MTC and varispeed.

The D-160 offers all of the D-90 features yet records 16 tracks. In addition, there are 8 ‘ghost tracks’ permitting eight takes to be permanently stored for one track. It features DFM-3 (Fostex Disk Management System) which allocates hard disk space per track at the time of recording allowing a 3GB disk to offer more than four hours of mono recording. The optional 8345 timecode sync card syncs to timecode and resolves to Video or Word Clock.

SCSI-2 backup support (standard on the D-160 and optional on the D-90) gives fast 8-track or 16-track backup to external SCSI devices while an ADAT optical interface allows real-time bidirectional 8-track transfers. Both machines have optional balanced 25-way D-connectors.

FOR FURTHER PRODUCT INFORMATION USE OUR FREE ENQUIRY SERVICE
What are you waiting for?

It's your move. Over 100,000 music, post, multimedia and broadcast pros using Digidesign workstations do it all now. Take the time to find out why and you'll soon be counted as another passionate user. Call us at 01753 653 322 ext. 496 to schedule a demo, or to receive a free video that reveals the power of Pro Tools.

www.digidesign.com

Everyday you face deadlines, decisions and other demands on your time — you have to be productive. But creative freedom matters too. So why not demand audio gear that delivers both?

Do it all now. With Pro Tools you'll explore new ideas in ways never before possible and finish on-time. Capture the magic of great audio by recording up to 48 tracks, editing freely in real time, mixing using automation capabilities rivaling half-million dollar consoles, accessing hundreds of world-class Plug-In effects, and mastering directly to CD, all in one integrated package. Get started for as little as £599 + VAT, with unlimited expansion possibilities.

Digidesign, A division of Avid

Westside Complex, Pinewood Studios, Iver Heath, Bucks, SL0 ONN
Tel: +44 1753 653322 Fax: +44 1753 654999
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Spectral AudioVault Transfer

New software from Spectral allows digital audio to be transferred directly from a spectral workstation to broadcast Electronics' AudioVault on-air delivery system via standard network connections. AudioVault Transfer Agent allows work produced on AudioEngine or Prisma workstations to upload to a central AudioVault system for immediate airing. It works concurrently with Spectral's Express, Producer or StudioTracks XP interfaces under Windows (3.x or 95). NetBEUI network protocol is used for the audio transfer, allowing simple configuration over a standard LAN. Linear uncompressed and MPEG-compressed audio are supported, and multiple Spectral workstations can run on a single network, or across networks in different physical locations using a LAN bridge.

Cubase VST 3.5 for Power Mac

Timed to coincide with the arrival of various multi-I/O audio cards for ICI-based Power Macs, Cubase VST 3.5 supports multi-I/O with its new bus system. Each channel in the VST audio mixer can be assigned to any of the physical IOs featured on the audio card. Any effects send, even the returns, can be routed allowing analogue processing to be incorporated.

The new Cubase VST 3.5 ASIO system supports the following multi-I/O devices:

- Lexicon Studio, Korg 1212, Digidesign's Audio Media III, Lucid Technology PCI24, Event Electronics' Layla and Darla cards.
- From Version 3.5 a range of Steinberg Plug-Ins for VST will be available and the Externalizer and the new WunderVerb3-Reverb are included in this release.
- Cubase VST for Windows 95 is also available and the number of plug-ins for the system has continued to increase.

Steinberg

New cards for Akai recorders

Akai has a number of card options for its DR8, DR16 and D88 family of hard disk recorders/editors starting with the IB809E ethernet interface which allows control of the aforementioned units by the DL1500 system controller. The facility was previously only available on the flagship DD1500.

The DL1500 adds remote control of multitrack recording, enhanced editing, a precision jog wheel, multilevel Undo, a QWER-KEY keyboard input and control of on-board mixing functions. An LCD and large colour coded keys are provided in addition to S-VGA display connection in a package that amounts to all the facilities offered by the DD1500. Software permits networking of six DD or DR units for a maximum of 256 tracks.

The IB808G general purpose IO allows the custom application of any remote control system using GPIs. A total of 16 GPI inputs are provided for track arming and transport functions while 12 GPI outputs can be used for such things as reading record tallies.

The company has developed an 8-in/16-out ADAT interface for the DR16, which has applications for users of Yamaha's 021 desk, an 8-channel AES/EBU I/O board and an 8-channel TDIF I/O board.
You've asked for the Audiobahn now here it is:

- PCI Board with DSP
- 2 x ADAT optical
- 16 digital Channels In AND Out
- Stereo analog out

The BOARD

The SOLUTION
No puzzle. No hassle. No disappointments. Just the power of an all-professional solution.

The SOFTWARE
- for professional audio
- complete & feature loaded
- all realtime, high speed
- DSP realtime effect suite
- Red-Book CD-Writing
- perfect hardware integration

New DISTRIBUTOR
System Solutions
17-19 Blackwater Street
East Dulwich
London SE22 8RS, UK
Ph: 0181-693 3356
Fax 0181-693 6936

The COMPANY

The BOX
- optional 19" AD/DA unit
- 16 Ins and 16 Outs
- mastering quality

The ENGINE
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Hard disk on location with Deva

Zaxcom's Deva is a 4-track location mixer/recorder with timecode, digital EQ, compression and gate that runs on removable hard disk. Stated recording time on the 6GB unit is 2.5 hours track time on a single battery charge.

The device has 20-bit AD converters and 24-bit recording depth, 256 cue points, Sony B/W 75 emulation and a mechanical shock sensing circuit that automatically shifts recording to a

Orban's space Audicy DAW

The Audicy, Orban's second-generation DAW, performs all its editing in RAM with automatic shadowing to hard disk or removable Jaz drive. It provides simultaneous mixing and processing of 10 audio channels plus submix and stereo input, with PCM linear recording of up to 24 tracks.

AES/EBU inputs and outputs are available and Audicy communicates with popular on-air audio delivery systems. The DAW's software offers timecode features such as format mixing, multiple chase modes, and integration with all edit and effects functions.

Onboard digital effects include Orban compression and noise gating, Lexicon reverb, parametric equalisation, time compression/expansion and pitch shifting.

Its hardware controller incorporates 13 long-throw faders dedicated to gain control on main inputs, mix channels, and stereo submix. Eleven separate knobs provide real-time pan/aux send/submix functions, as well as discrete parameter control in effects mode. Transport controls are also provided.

Ensoniq PARIS cross-platform

Ensoniq has launched a cross-platform recording, editing, mixing and processing environment known as PARIS (Professional Audio Recording Integrated System), capable of handling 128 tracks at 24 bits. The core of the system is the Ensoniq EDS-1000 PCI card together with a CD-ROM containing software for Macintosh and Windows environments.

The software's graphic interface controls the integral 128-track digital mixer with dynamics processing, 4-band parametric EQ, aux sends and real-time effects including reverb. Multiple cards can be supported to increase processing power. Software interchannel and plug-in software architecture allows third-party development.

The card carries connectors for an Expandable Input-Output System and a dedicated hardware control surface, and can be augmented with an expandable modular mainframe. This allows wide flexibility, with support for analogue and digital I/O, word clock and video synchronisation, and forthcoming additions such as ADAT and Tascam TDF1 interfaces plus timecode. The hardware control surface has 16 channel faders, mutes and solos, a master stereo fader, and a full set of rotary controls for EQ, auxes, pans and monitor level. Together with comprehensive transport controls including a jog-shuttle wheel.

PARIS is the result of long-standing joint development between Ensoniq and Intelligent Devices, and relies on Ensoniq's new ESP-2 chip for its 24-bit capabilities and processing power.

Otari MOs

Related in principle to Otari's MX5005 tape recorder series, the new DX5050 uses 3.5-inch MO discs and has the distinct advantage of being the first 2-track MO recorder that is WAV file PC format-compatible and thus allows easy and direct data exchange with Mac and Windows based mastering systems.

Recording time on the discs is 20, 50 or 60 minutes depending on size in linear 16-bit form and the portable machine includes cut and splice editing and AES/EBU and analogue IOs.

The machine is complemented by the PD20, essentially a fixed version of the DX5050 which is 4-track, has a remote control, and advanced editing features with a VGA-monitor and integrated synchroniser. Significantly, it is data and playback compatible with Otari's PD80M 8-track DAW. As standard the PD20 has 20-bit AD/DA and will be available in the summer.

Octavia goes 96kHz dCS

Studio Audio & Video has chosen Data Conversion System's 96kHz 24-bit converters to complement the new high-resolution editing features of its SADIE software. The dCS 902 and 952 ADCs and DACs have been designed for high speed operation, while a set of standard inputs and outputs enable them to be used in a wide range of digital audio applications. The units use a proprietary, multibit oversampling technique that achieves low differential non-linearity and gain ranging is not used.

Marantz portable

Marantz has joined the portable digital recorder arena with the PMD690 which the company says is the first in a new generation of products. It records to PCM CIA III or hard disk through an interface in MPEG Layer: II and its data is accessible via an external computer or via analogue and digital IOs. Features include on-board editing, MS-Dos compatible file storage, parallel data output port, XLR mic/line input, and phantom power.
Instant Gratification

Introducing the V 1 2.0 Random Access VTR

**Instant Video For Audio Post**
Tired of waiting for the picture to sync up when your Digital Audio Workstation is ready to go? Would you like to scrub video in sync with audio? - at all speeds? Would you like RS-422 serial SONY 9-pin control? How about built-in time code VITC, LTC, MTC, Bi-Phase ?

**THE V 1 CAN DO THAT!**

**Instant Video for Mixing/ADR/Foley**
Tired of waiting for the picture to locate and come up to speed when you're ready to record or retake? Would you like instant picture on locate? How about field accuracy? How about a control layout that is so familiar you can replace your tape-based VTR and be at work immediately.

**THE V 1 CAN DO THAT!**

**Instant Playback for Ad-On-Demand**
Tired of pre-roll? - or worse still, dead air? How does instant play sound? Do you need NTSC or PAL? Would you like two channels of 48kHz 16-bit audio? Remote control via a Universal serial 9-pin? Would you like the ruggedness and reliability that defines the word 'industrial'?

**THE V 1 CAN DO THAT!**

**Instant Availability - Cost Effective Price !**

| More Features | \n| --- | \n| ▲ Two bays for your choice of storage (HD, Jaz, MOD 2.6GB...) \n| ▲ CBSC™ Motion-JPEG (2:1-34:1) \n| ▲ High resolution CCIR 601 picture \n| ▲ Free control software for Mac & PC \n| ▲ New V1D version with SDI video and AES/EBU audio |

**More Applications**
\n| ▲ General purpose recorder \n| ▲ Running instant commercials or replays for broadcast \n| ▲ Lay-off recorder for video post \n| ▲ Video surveillance systems |

**Visit us on the Web : www.doremilabs.com**
**Tel: +33 (0)493 004 330  •  Fax: +33 (0)493 653 573**
**Email: 101637.247@compuserve.com**

**RCV 1 Desktop Remote Controller**
Danish Pro Audio’s mini mics

PA4060 Miniature Microphone combines outstanding audio performance, durability and small size. Two different grids for two different acoustical equalisations are supplied with the microphone; one EQ for lavalier mounting, and one EQ for microphone placement on the head of the wearer. The DPA4060 runs on TV and can be accommodated by most wireless systems.

Also new are the company’s latest accessories, the Flamingo Series microphone stands. These are designed to accept the B&K Compact Series Microphones with Lemo connector and can be transported and stored in compact transport tubes with floor bases that can be stapled. As a special feature, Flamingos can be assembled together with standard microphone stands if special stand construction requirements are required.

DPA has also upgraded its HMA4000 Two Channel Hi-Voltage microphone amplifier, which supports not only the Hi-Voltage Microphones but also 48V phantom microphones via a new HTP4000 adapter. Specifications like 140dB dynamic range, 10Hz - 20kHz +/− 0.5dB and less than 90dB channel crosstalk puts the HMA4000 in the top league of microphone amplifiers.

SD Systems

Specialising in the manufacture of transducers dedicated to miking wind instrument, SD Systems has a variety of models targeted at all types of instrument.

The microphones are carefully tapered for response and presented with convenient and reliable mic adapters that position the mic in the optimum position for close miking the relevant instrument.

Each adapter can also be adjusted for fine positioning and the company claims that its products give players hitherto inexperienced freedom of movement on stage and while recording. The manufacturer’s products are also available for several difficult to mic stringed instruments such as double bass.

Audio Technica

The new AT898R is a condenser microphone designed for hand-held use by vocalists on stage. As such, it is fitted with high-SPL handling internal shock mount, and a hypercardioid polar pattern for maximum gain before feedback.

The large diaphragm condenser microphones AT4033a and AT4050 are now available as stereo kits. In addition to a pair of microphones, the kits include two shockmount suspensions and an aluminium attaché case. Both microphones use gold vapourised diaphragms, and the AT4050 has three switchable polar patterns.

Elation 201

Newly available is the Elation 201, a small studio condenser microphone which has already introduced this decade is already successful within Russia. Its claimed strengths are clarity and warmth coupled with impressive tolerance and low noise, making it suitable for many applications.

‘In your time at Brüel & Kjær you created many breakthroughs.’

“Most miniature microphones have a short working life - especially in theatre applications where they are subject to continual body contact – so I set myself the challenge of creating something better.

The result is the DPA 4000, with superb sonic quality and impressive dynamic range. Although it will handle a broad range of applications, it is aimed primarily at the theatre and TV where invisibility, robustness and stability are crucial.

Perhaps most important characteristics are a significantly longer operational life, and the fact that it is astonishingly impervious to sweat, make-up, heat and humidity.

‘I believe it to be the world’s finest miniature microphone.’

— Leif Brøndum

‘None as big as this.’
First Sense

A low-tech product designed to hide radio mic transmitter under clothing, the Body Pouch is an elastic belt 100cm wide with a hook and loop fastening. Two elastic pouches stitched into the back accept most radio transmitters and small talkback receivers. Restraining straps hold these securely in place and transmitters may be mounted upside down.

Beyerdynamic

The beyer m88 dynamic and m500 ribbon microphones are now available as limited edition classics. The m88 was designed in 1963, while the m500 was discontinued two years ago after more than 20 years in production. Only 999 of each model will be produced.

The microphones will have a chrome plated satin finish, will be numbered and will come with a wooden case plus an individual frequency plot signed by fred beyer.

AKG CK69-ULS

The CK 69-ULS two-part shotgun capsule builds on the original CK 68-ULS - a two-part interference tube combining two different shotgun heads in one. The new mic can be converted from a long shotgun to a short one for a range of recording applications.

AKG has introduced XLR phantom powered versions of the C921 and C947. They come in black and white and have a dedicated suspension with non-twisting cable.

Sony Freedom

The freedom series of wireless mics represents Sony's pitch at the lower end of the market. Compatible with the WL800 series it incorporates such things as easy user configuration, multichannel setup, battery status light, pilot tone, PLL-synthesised control frequencies and LCD display and adjustable frequencies in the 800MHz range.

The series includes the WRT805A pocket transmitter and the WRT800A handheld vocal mic with electret condenser capsule. Two receiver units feature the WRR800A half-rack width unit and the 6-channel WRR801A modular receiver.

Hardcase

HCMIC30 is a microphonic case designed to carry 30 units. There is an accompanying HC28 which can be used to store mic leads. Another case is designed for stands, such as mic, speaker and drum mounting hardware. Made from waterproof, high impact polyethylene, the case is lightweight but has two wheels for improved mobility.

Groove Tubes upgrades

Groove Tubes' range of microphones, the MD1, MD2 and MD3, has been upgraded internally to create the A Rev series. A completely revised circuit topology, which GT claims has never been used before in a tube microphone, uses a selected 12AT7-M dual triode valve with newly-designed electronics and output transformer to deliver a 10dB improvement in dynamic range and reduction of distortion by a factor of 10. The capsule mount is made from sorbothane, described by GT as a miracle material, and internally adjustable polarisation voltages allow for precise matching of stereo pairs. The power supply has also been upgraded to improve hum and noise specifications, and the price remains the same as the original models. Existing GT microphones can be upgraded to the A Rev specification for a nominal charge.

Neumann active

Neumann's active capsule for the KM100 system, the AK20, has a figure-of-eight pattern. Unlike switchable studio microphones, the AK20 achieves its polar response without using two diaphragms and is therefore free from problems associated with differences in arrival times between the two surfaces. Neumann specifically notes that frequency response curves are identical at 0 and 180 degrees. A number of new mounts allow the use of Blumlein stereo and MS stereo. In addition, to use as a detached capsule, the AK20 can be fitted directly to the KM100 output stage, forming the KM120 miniature microphone.

Neumann

THE OKTAVA MK319 CARDIOID CONDENSER

The preferred mic of choice for a rapidly expanding group of producers, engineers, and artists worldwide. We gave one each to the producer Edwyn Collins, the engineer Edwyn Collins, and the artist Edwyn Collins, to see what they thought...

...all three agreed

THEY'D NEVER KNOWN A MIC LIKE THIS BEFORE!
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Shure in-ear

Shure has joined the in-ear monitoring crew with its Personal Stereo Monitors (PSMs). The PSM600 series is divided into two packages. The P6HWE1 is the hard-wired version, made up of P6HW belt-pack receiver, E1 universal with foam earpieces (with ten replacements), interconnect cables (dual XLR to LEMO), 9V battery, earpiece cleaning tool and a plastic carrying case.

Wireless needs are catered for by the P6ETRE, with P6ET rack mountable transmitter, P6EL belt-pack receiver, E1 universals and foam earpieces (plus replacements), 1/4 wave antenna, power cable (IEC for P6T, 9V battery, cleaning tool and carry case. The Microlinx range of microphones has been improved. The gooseneck are now exceptionally flexible and interchangeable capsules super cardioid, super cardioid and omni pickup patterns are available. One model has a silent mute and an LED indicator.

Also new are two boundary microphones and three lavaliere units with different polar patterns and side entry cables for unobtrusive use on television.

Micron Quad

Manufactured by Audio Engineering, the Micron range of radio microphone products has a number of recent additions. SQD4 is a Small Quad Diversity Housing which will accommodate up to four VHF or UHF SDR receivers in a 1u assembly.

Facilities aided at studio operation include transformer-balanced outputs on XLRs, mic line output switching, antenna distribution ampifier and comprehensive headphone monitoring. Individual SDRs can be detached easily for ENG and other location uses.

Two antenna systems have been introduced as specific problem solvers for television studios and theatres. MACS multiple antenna combining system allows up to four sets of diversity antennas to feed one receiver rack, so that presenters and performers can move freely between studios. MCADS multiple channel antennas distribution system is a UHF device which feeds the signal from one pair of antennas to as many as four 8-channel diversity racks.

This means that up to 32 radio micros can be used with a single antenna, saving space in stage and production areas. A low distortion preamplifier to compensate for long cable runs has also been introduced.

RCF IEM intro

RCF has also released an in-ear monitoring system, the TX500 IEM, which comprises the TX501 amp transmitter and the TX501R portable receiver. Designed to deliver high power into the ear piece, rated at 102dB, the system has an automatic limiter for excessive volume. The earpieces themselves are made from non-allergic silicone and are designed to eliminate auricular occlusion by using acoustic transparency.

The transmitter works with a carrier frequency on the VHF range of 173MHz-240MHz, with seven pairs of frequencies available. It is a FM system with an audio transmission bandwidth of 40Hz to 40kHz.

The unit is powered by 12V DC current and is 45x150x45mm weight weighing 300g.
Sennheiser UHF

Sennheiser's EM2004 UHF receivers are to be replaced by the EM3000 series, comprising an entirely new 16-channel selectable frequency receiver system in single (EM3031) or dual (EM3032) channel configurations. The 1u facia features frequency select and set controls and a large backlit LCD screen simultaneously shows frequency, field strength, deviation and transmitter battery status.

Sennheiser

SMP from AEA

Audio Engineering Associates has two versions of its Stereo Microphone Positioner which provide secure and repeatable positioning of mic arrays. Users include Abbey Road Studios, Steve Albini and Tony Faulkner. AEA also provides a compact battery-powered LD2020 "Winky Blinkly" stereo scope.

AEA

Sennheiser launches in-ear

Sennheiser has a channel switchable in-ear radio monitor system, EM 3502-U, which is a miniature UHF stereo receiver system, with PLL-controlled switchability over 16 frequencies. H/Dynaus noise reduction circuitry provides a 110dB SN ratio. An onboard volume control has a cover to prevent accidental adjustment. The small size and light weight 130g (including battery) of the unit and an adjustable clip, mean the receiver is easy to wear during live performance. Two AA cells or an optional accumulator pack provide power. LCD indicator and battery warning.

Sennheiser

Audix dynamics

Latest in the OM series of dynamic vocal mics, the hypercardioid OM6 claims a low frequency extension not typical of other dynamic mics. Together with a flat frequency response the company claims the OM6 can approximate the sound and performance of more expensive condensers. The OM6 joins the OM3, OM5 and OM7 dynamics all of which major on high SPL handling and good off-axis rejection. The D4 dynamic is intended primarily for kick drum use and has a new capsule designed to capture high SPL instruments with extended frequencies below 100Hz. The mic is flat down to 63Hz, albeit with a slight bump at 80Hz, and a gentle roll off below 400Hz. From 80Hz to 1kHz it is said to be extremely linear. It measures 4 inches long and 1 inch wide.

Audix

Trantec radio

Using computer controlled test routines Trantec can now digitally set up new radio mic circuits in around five seconds. Three new systems have been launched - the VHF S300 and S3000 (synthesized over a range of 165Mhz to 225Mhz) and the UHF S4000. The fixed frequency S3000 uses PLL synthesized tuning. LED indicators denote power, AF peak, RF level and diversity channel A or B while other features include variable gain output. The variable frequency S3500 gives 32 channel choice. Frequencies are contained within four organised banks allowing, for example, bank 1 to contain deregulated channels 173.8 to 175.00.

Trantec

Beyerdynamic

An ultra-lightweight neck-worn microphone, the TG X45 is recommended for drummers, keyboard players and dancers. It has cardioid pattern and a flexible gooseneck for accurate positioning, as well as malleable ear supports for comfort. The TG X10 is a small dynamic microphone that can be mounted on a drum shell. It has a special shock mount to minimise mechanical noise and the supercardioid capsule is designed to withstand high SPLs.

Beyerdynamic

Audio Technica

The first of many new mics to be introduced in Audio Technica's PRO Series, the PRO85R is a small clip-on condenser instrument mic with a flexible boom mounting arrangement. The PRO51R is designed for acoustic guitar picking and also employs a flexible boom arm.

Audio Technica

Sennheiser)

Introducing a new generation of Sennheiser stage mics the dynamic super cardioid MD425 has a capsule that is shock mounted on a rubber membrane and features an impact protection shield and an acoustically transparent stainless steel inlet basket.

Sennheiser

Shure dynamic

BG1 is a dynamic microphone with a swivel mount, which makes it particularly suitable for percussion duties. It comes with a 15ft XLR/XLR cable.

Shure
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Dynaudio

The BM15A is an active version of the Dynaudio BM15 monitor and features two discrete power amplifiers and signal management. The HF driver has been upgraded to an Eotone and the system includes a 24cm bass driver and 100mm aluminium alloy voice coil. The BM6A active nearfield has its origins in the PPM2 but incorporates a M05FET amp driven through a low frequency equalizer for tapering the response.

Dynaaudio

FAR out monitors

Belgium monitor manufacturer FAR points to the benefits of having passive and active versions of monitors in its range for instances where one version better suits the circumstances. The CR10 and CR20 passives are available in active form (CR10A and CR20A) and both are shielded as standard. The company claims that the CR10 is surprisingly small for its low frequency extension and power handling while the CR20 employs a double voice coil kevlar driver and achieves 92.5dB sensitivity. FAR's largest monitor is the 3-way CR100 with a 15-inch woofer and 7-inch kevlar midrange. Described as a compact 3-way, the DBW60 has a soft dome midrange for improved stereo imaging while the DBW100 improves on its bottom end. Top of the tree is the DBW200 3-way system with two 15-inch low frequency drivers and high sensitivity. FAR speakers can be bought in a variety of different finishes ranging from wood to high gloss paint.

FAR

Spendor

A powered nearfield monitor, the QT100 combines an elliptical polymer cone driver with a soft-dome tweeter, crossed over at 5kHz. These are loaded in an asymmetrical, acoustically damped, reflex ported cabinet. The frequency response of the units is 68Hz-22kHz (+/- 2.5dB) with each cabinet matched to within 0.75dB. SPL is quoted as 103dB @ 1m. Input to the integrat amplifier is electronically balanced.

Spendor

Quested low

Designed to complement the VS205 active nearfield or the VS210 active full-range monitor when more bass is needed. Quested's VS1112 is a compact 12-inch sub-bass. The attached amplifier module has a prefiltered line output to the main speakers while an optional plug-in programing card permits the unit to be used for multichannel film and TV post-applications. The VS2105 is a dedicated design for the VS2108 which can convert to active operation.

Quested

JBL monitors

JBL's DMS-1H studio monitor is now shipping with a choice of DSC280 digital system controller or the SMC24 analogue system controller. The monitor has 14-inch Neodymium transducers.

JBL

Genelec adds sub to 1029A

The 1019A subwoofer has been specifically designed for use with the 1029A biamped active monitoring system. The system has a wide dynamic range and incorporates Genelec's proprietary Directivity Control Waveguide (DCW) technology, which is found in all of the company's systems. Powered by a pair of 40W amplifiers, the 1029A provides a frequency response of 48Hz to 20kHz (+/- 2.5dB) from a 130mm woofler and 19mm hard dome tweeter. The ruggad new housing design of diecast aluminium has excellent heat dissipation properties and the monitors are also magnetically shielded so they can be mounted close to video monitors.

Genelec

ARX compact surround

Suggested for applications including cinema surround and audio visual installations, the Ambience 5 compact loudspeaker system uses a single, high-impact resin cab loaded with an 8-inch cone driver and a 1-inch soft-dome tweeter. The frequency response is quoted at 50Hz-20kHz +/-5dB and the power handling at 200W per programme. Options include 8 ohm or 100V versions and a choice of XLR or Speakon connectors. A subwoofer and a range of mounting hardware will soon be available.

Genelec

ElectroVoice

Designed to add E-V top end to any speaker system, the High-Q Audio Rifle combines a passive 3.5kHz crossover driver and 55 degree x 35 degree dispersion horn. Equipped with Speakon connectors, the unit is placed in parallel with the existing speakers.

ElectroVoice
The Ultimate Driving Machines
Bag End

Bag End has added two models to its time-aligned Gem Collection of enclosures. Both models are fitted with handles and wheels. The Quartz-R sub-woofer is loaded with four ELF 18-inch drivers, with a power handling of 160W/continuous sine wave. Crystal-R combines a pair of 12-inch cone drivers with a 3-inch coil compression driver coupled to a custom-designed oval HF wave guide.

Dynaudio C4

The C4 is the culmination of 12 months’ research and development resulting in a 3 or 4-way system designed to work in any control room without the need for special flush mounting or acoustic redesign. The system uses an acoustically optimised asymmetric enclosure and modular Active Bass Extension System units controlled by an analogue, or optional digital, active system controller. This technique means that a fully modular system can be created to suit almost any size control room or SPL requirement.

Turbosound: more HiLights

A further addition to the HiLight range of enclosures, the THL-2 is a wide dispersion, full range enclosure intended for use in smaller PA systems and one-box-per-side installations. A combination of a 15-inch low frequency driver, a 6.5-inch horn-loaded midrange and a one-inch HF driver on a proprietary horn is used to reproduce a 55Hz-20kHz frequency response with 90-degree x 40-degree dispersion. Sensitivity is quoted as 100dB, 1W @ 1m. The new enclosure is suitable for use with either the LMS-680 analogue processor or the LMS-700 digital device. The 15mm birch plywood enclosures are finished in blue textured paint with flush handles and metal grille. Speaker connectors are provided, along with appropriate flying hardware at three points.

Apogee Sound adds to AE

Additions to the AE Series enclosures are the AE-7 concert loudspeaker and the AE-7SB dual 15-inch subwoofer. Apogee’s most cost-effective enclosure, the AE-7 combines dual 10-inch cone drivers with a 2-inch ferro-fluid treated HF compression driver. The AE-7SB is described as a high efficiency system and is designed for easy flying or stacking with the AE-7.
**Time-Align®**

An honest system beyond audible response

While DC to 140 Hz response is sometimes joked about in audio circles, it is very desirable to extend a system’s bandwidth beyond the audible range because it provides a real sonic improvement.

Unlike any other monitor system, our Studio A system responds flat from above 20 kHz down to 8 Hz and meets the Time-Align® specification from E.M. Long, even in the bass range.

The MM-8 is a precision 8" coaxial studio monitor with a calibrated flat frequency response and a licensed Time-Align® crossover. Precisely manufactured and tested, the MM-8 system offers you an honest listen to your mix.

The D'EVE-S IRERA-sub™ utilizes patented ELF™ technology. Experts agree the ELF™ technology offers the most superior sounding and honest low frequency reproduction available.

Bag End Loudspeakers Systems
P. O. Box 488
Barrington, Illinois 60011
USA
Phone 010 1 847 262 4550
Fax 010 1 847 262 4551
Internet info@bagend.com
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Time-Align™, Time-Aligned™, and Time-Alignment™ are trademarks of E.M. Long Associates. ELF™ is a trademark of Long/Wickersham Labs.
Meyer Sound

A self-powered unit, the HM-1 Remote-Monitored Loudspeaker is designed to simplify installation by eliminating the need for 48V audio lines. Instead, the unit is powered by a simple 48V DC unipolar source. With a total of 300W of bi-amplification, the HM-1 is loaded with a 7-inch graphite LF cone and a concentrically mounted soft-dome tweeter. As all driver protection and alignment circuitry is in the enclosure, Meyer points out that there is no need for external processing or amplification racks. Flat frequency response is claimed from 40Hz-20kHz (at 6dB points) with symmetrical 100 degrees coverage in both axes. The magnetically shielded wood enclosure is available in black or white textured finish.

Also available is a subwoofer, designed to increase response at 40Hz by 6dB.

Martin Audio ICT additions

As with other ICT designs, the new enclosure has no tweeter voice coil but has a frequency response of 80Hz-20kHz. The rated power is 40W RMS and sensitivity is specified as 108dB continuous.

ElectroVoice debuts SX100

A 2-way system aimed at smaller applications than the established Sx200, the new EV Sx100 is loaded with a 12-inch cone driver and the DH2005 horn-loaded compression driver. Horn directivity is 65 degrees x 65 degrees.

Frequency response is quoted as 80Hz-25kHz for the enclosure, with an 1/F extension to 50Hz claimed when the optional Xp200A system controller is added. Power handling is 200W continuous.

Top hat fittings are standard and flying fittings are optionally available. Cabinets are polypropylene and weigh 15.9kg total.
ACTIVATE YOUR SURROUND SOUND

SUBWOOFERS 1094A & 1092A ARE PART OF THE COMPLETE COLLECTION OF OUR ACTIVE MONITORS
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ADAT Pro multitrack launched

The Alesis Meridian features the new ADAT Type II format, which records eight tracks of linear 20-bit digital audio without external converters or multiplexers. The machine allows tapes to be recorded and played back at 16-bit or 20-bit formats and tape recorded on a 16-bit ADAT-compatible recorder (now referred to as the Type I format) is completely compatible with a Meridian.

MD 4-tracks hot up

The MD 4-track personal multitracker market now boasts three contenders. Targeted at the amateur/part-time professional musician, the Sony DMD-X4 4-track Hi-Fi MiniDisc recorder is designed to be easy-to-use. The benefits are claimed to be flexible editing and MIDI features that ensure a flexible system configuration, such as MMC/ITC synchronization and compatibility with sequencing software from leading companies.

Studer ADAT Type II

Studer will also produce a version of the ADAT Type II called the V Eight with a number of enhancements. The Studer machine adds a monitor mixer, analogue aux, digital converters based on those found in the D827 DASH machine, higher gain inputs and outputs, a parallel port and Sony 9-pin. The V Eight will start shipping at the end of the year for 15% more than the Alesis Meridian.

Tascam DA-98

The DA-98 adds features for the same price as the current DA-88 and has on-board sync capabilities, MMC, and the Sony P2 protocol. A 37-pin D-sub connector allows parallel interacing. The machine has 20-bit resolution, 64 times oversampled AD converters with switchable dither plus 20-bit eight-times oversampled DA converters.

BASF tapes

Following its acquisition on 1 January by the Korean chemicals group KOHAR, BASF Magnetics now operates under the name of EMTEC (European Multimedia Technologies) Magnetics GmbH and the new company will continue to produce professional and data media products under the BASF brand for the next five years. The range of BASF Digital Master 936 cassettes for the DTIS system has been enlarged by the addition of a cassette with 30 minutes recording time. The range now comprises 30, 60 and 113 minute cassettes.
**Prism Sound stereo EQ**

Prism Sound has introduced the MEA-2 precision stereo equaliser which it has produced in agreement with producer and engineer Leif Mases who designed the unit. Offering four separate equaliser sections for each of the two channels, the unit has stepped controls and a claimed degree of precision that allows complementary boost and cut settings to undo EQ changes.

The MEA-2 offers 81 discrete frequencies per channel on component overlapping frequency ranges (in parallel bands) while the circuit design claims a ring-free sound even for the narrowest bandwidths - all sections are switchable between a shelving characteristic and five different peaking filter bandwidths.

Prism Sound plans to release other products in the Maselec Master Series including a stereo compressor and a stereo limiter.

---

**dbx Blues**

The new blue range of dbx processors will start shipping this year. The range currently includes the 160S stereo compressor limiter, built around the dbx V8 VCA, which offers hard-knee and dbx OverEasy compression, with manual or programme-dependent time constants.

Partnering this is the 786 mic preamp complete with meters, subtle HF EQ and a "super low Z" setting for very low source impedances.

*dbx*.

---

**Digital AM**

 heralded as the first true-digital mono AM broadcast audio processor, Tiesserc's 4500AM boasts 5 bands, high resolution algorithms and what the company describes as an "FM sound". The unit has 12 presets and a big display working in conjunction with assignable front panel controllers. Other features include an equaliser dedicated to optimising high frequencies, low pass filtering from 1kHz to 4.5kHz, day/night presets, hardware and software expansion (the latter through free Internet downloads), and Windows 95-based modem remote control.

*Tiesserc*.

---

**Junger digital**

Junger Audio's redesigned digital filter processor, the e07 is a 2-channel parametric 4-band EQ and the filters are calculated with doubled sampling rate of the input signal allowing it to work with 96kHz sources.

Presented for the first time is the Voice And Monitor Processor VAMP1 which is designed as an input interface for audio workstationes with inputs for microphone, analogue and digital sources. It has automatic gain control for all input channels giving optimised signal levels on the output. All input signals and the processor output can be monitored independently of the recording function.

The digital MPX Power Limiter mp1x is targeted at FM transmission and combines a peak deviation limiter and modulation power limiter. The peak level limiter has adaptive spectral processing of the type in the company's d05.

The company also has a 24-channel reference AD converter made by Stage Tec with an Audio Data Packing module for 24 channels developed by Junger.

*Junger*.

---

**LA Audio**

Based on Crystal converters, a 20-bit AD option is now available for the LA Audio Classic Compressor, Classic Channel and Classic Equaliser. The units have switchable AES/EBU and SPDIF outputs. AD conversion is available separately in the 704 which claims performance equivalent to 27 bits.

*LA Audio*.

---

**Stage Tec 28-bit ADCs**

The Stage Tec Nexus digital routing and interconnect system's new microphone inputs now feature 28-bit ADCs on 4-channel cards claiming 22 dBm maximum input level and 150 dB dynamic range, with adjustable gain from 0 dB up to 70 dB. In addition to the 24-bit output for the Nexus coupling field system, there is also an unprocessed 28-bit direct output, which a Cantus mixing console attached to the system can use.

*Stage Tech*.

---

**dbx 20 Series EQ**

dbx's latest EQ range comprises three graphics, offering single and dual 1/3-octave and dual 2½-octave, all featuring additional functions besides the basic EQ role. dbx Type III noise reduction is included, giving over 20dB of noise reduction and overall gain control can be set with dbx's PeakPlus limiting. LEDs show levels, limiter operation and clipping, and further facilities include switchable input impedance, switchable low-cut filter and ground lift.

*dbx*.

---

**Spatializer Audio Laboratories**

A tu rack device that retrofitst to existings mixing desks, the Spatializer Retro 3D audio processor allows the user to position sounds in a 3D field, using the pan controls on the desk. According to the manufacturer, the console's 90-degree pan pots become 270-degree positioning controls, which will wrap the listener in a surround panorama that can be experienced on any stereo system. Spatializer systems have been used on television broadcasts, films and albums by artists including Madonna, Michael Jackson and Barbara Streisand.

*Spatializer*.

---

**Galaxy-Valley 730LT**

Galaxy Audio, parent company of Valley Audio, has introduced a digital dynamics processor, the 730LT. The whole gamut of dynamics processes is available, including compression, limiting, expansion, gating, de-essing and ducking, all in the digital domain, and on top of this it offers AD and DA interfacing and switch width control. Its front panel uses a "dead face" display, which appears solid black when not powered but reveals an array of infor-ative LEDs when switched on.

*Galaxy Valley Audio*.

---

**dbx**

An upgrade to the Project 1 266 dual compressor gate, the 266A has an overeasy-hard/soft switch and switching between +4dB-10dB operating levels. An internal PSU replaces the earlier external supply and the casing is more rugged. The two channel unit has automatic dynamic attack, attack and release controls, program adaptive expander gates, balanced inputs and sidechain insert.
**BSS DI**
The AR-133 active Diline balancer includes phantom power and battery supplies with auto switching. Inputs are on jack and XLR while attenuation is 0, -20 or -40dB with a ground lift. The box uses an enhanced version of the audio path found in the industry standard AR-116.

**ARX**
The DI-4 quad direct box/stereo line mixer allows unbalanced to balanced interfacing with gain or padding, ground lift, stereo mixing, plus aux sends for monitors and effects with a stereo aux return for signal rerouting into left and right busses.

**ADgear-GML Over Quality**
ADgear and GML have joined forces to recreate the now-deleted Urei 1176 mono compressor in a stereo form. The Over Quality UR-76S emulates the Urei in basic operation and panel layout, and adds an input level meter switch and signifiantly greater S/N ratio.

---

**Fairman tube mastering**

Following on from the TRC (Tube Recording Channel) mono valve processor, Fairman's Tube Mastering Channel (TMC) is a stereo compressor based on the Fairchild 660/670. The VCA is pure Class A push-pull stage while quartets of matched valves are used throughout. Twenty-position switches with hard gold contacts are provided for gain and threshold setting in 0.5dB steps. The power supply uses a valve rectifier for the high voltage.

**Weiss's Gambit**

Weiss Engineering's Gambit Series EQ1 parametric equaliser features a 96kHz sampling frequency and a specially designed user interface and is claimed to be a "state-of-the-art" digital EQ. Among its features are seven fully parametric bands, each of which can be switched to any of the following: low cut, high cut, low shelf, high shelf and peaking. Also included are 22 touch-sensitive knobs for parameter setting, 384 snapshots, MIDI control of parameters and a large LCD display with real-time frequency response display.

The unit can redither from 16, 20 and 24-bits, with optional 96kHz sampling processing. Future developments on the unit will be utilisation of analogue EQ and linear phase filters. Also new is the ADC1 22-bit converter, which features a correlation technique to reduce any shortcomings of the conversion process. As it is a modular unit there is capacity for future upgrades.

**Amek**

The Rupert Neve-designed 9098 dual mic amp and 9098 compressor-limiter are described as "realistically priced" dual-channel units. The former has separate gain, trim, phantom power, phase reverse, mute and high pass filter and an 8-segment bargraph meter plus stereo AB and MS circuitry with a width control. Each channel also has a DI input.

The compressor features "virtual-Class A" circuitry and follows the designer's philosophy developed in the 2254 device of the late 1960s. It adds an Ambience mode which is claimed to remove or reduce excessive ambience and unwanted reverberation from signals.

The compressor section has variable ratio (up to 20:1), threshold, output gain make-up, attack and release times, plus autorelease and hard/soft knee selection. The limiter section has threshold adjustable from 0dB to +23dB, variable release time and a switch selected fast attack mode. VU meters display gain reduction, input, output and sidechain signals.

---

"In the words of the reviewers:

"...All you really need to know is that it is a Lexicon. It sounds as good as the name implies and it is affordable. How do we buy one."

Roger Nichols, EQ Magazine

"I highly recommend that you get your hands on one of these units and check it out for yourself. Even if it doesn't change your musical life...I'm sure you'll agree that the MPX is simply stunning. It offers outstanding effects and a brilliant user interface at a reasonable price."

Barry Cleveland, Mix Magazine

"It beams with intelligence and shimmer. A mix of outstanding sound...an excellent choice for live and studio applications."

Jon Chappell, Guitar Magazine

"...they'll have to pry it out of my cold, stiff fingers."

Jim Aikin, Keyboard Magazine

The MPX is...get your hands on it today.
Cutting Edge

The US-made Omnia fm is a digital multiprocessor aimed at FM radio stations. An innovative inclusion is an HTML protocol output, enabling the user to access the unit through any Web browser, running on any major type of computer. This eliminates the need for specialist, platform-specific software and enables communication via RS232, modem, 10BaseT or even the Internet.

Cutting Edge claims that all the processing algorithms and functions are on a PC card rather than the usual EPROM set, new functions can be added by simply changing the card. Further, using a soft DSP configuration means that the position of DSP elements can be changed to suit the processing application.

Audio processing functions include wide band leveler; time-alignment bass boost; time-aligned 4-band crossover; 4-band dynamic peak limiter; final limiter; stereo encoder; and selectable composite clipper designed not to interfere with the 19kHz pilot tone, which is added post-clipper.

Focus on blue masters

The Focusrite Blue 300 mastering controller has been developed in response to the requirement for high quality routing and monitoring control in mastering.

It provides analogue and digital source selection, precision monitor control with speaker and headphones selection, recording path routing with inserts and high quality stereo peak metering. An oval shaped remote connects to a 2u master module. The Blue 300 has eight stereo analogue inputs which can be selected on two independent stereo signal paths, with six digital inputs added using the Blue 260 DAC. This 20-bit device uses static logic (no DSPs) and complements the Blue 245 ADC which features six selectable digital inputs and a fully regenerated AES output.

The company has also upgraded its Blue 315 isomorphic EQ and Blue 330 mastering compressor/limiter. The former benefits from more EQ shapes including two bells and 2 shelves, plus shelves can now be switched separately to bell mode for a maximum of four simultaneous bell curves. The low band has also been extended. The 330 sports a quieter and lower distortion Class A VCA circuit and a lookahead limiter achieved with an audio delay.

Meek valves

As a valve extension of the development of the JoeMeek stereo compressor, Studio Channel and Pro Channel, the VC2 Tube Channel incorporates a mic preamp, compressor, enhancer and gain makeup stage in a single channel. Dual channel enhancement is provided by the VC4 which offers individual drive, Q and enhance controls for each signal path.

Night Technologies EQ

Night Technologies' Nightpro processor range has grown with the addition of an equaliser that builds on the reputation of the EQ3 with its distinctive AirBand high frequency EQ. Not only is the EQ3-D less expensive than its forerunner but it adds an extra feature to the AirBand control itself, having a user-adjustable frequency elbow on its shelf. This operates from 2.5kHz to 40kHz, allowing the effect of the AirBand to be shifted around to avoid noise and sibilance in the source material. The other five bands are retained as before, with fixed centres, 2.5 octaves widths and 20dB of boost and cut, using NTI's patented circuitry to avoid phase shift and distortion.

Night Technologies 672

Harris A202A is a 20-bit unit which can perform AD and DA conversion simultaneously. Sample rates are 48kHz, 44.1kHz and 32Hz, with the ability to lock to an external AES/EBU reference signal. The analogue inputs are equipped with level LEDs and the digital interface also supports SPDIF.

Harris 673

Peter Freeman
Électronique Musician

"...this device is a killer... I laughed, I cried. Four stars; you must hear..."

Peter Freeman
Électronique Musician
Martech MSS-10

Martech has begun a range of high definition audio modules with the MSS-10 microphone preamplifiers. An unusually styled case with retro meter and carrying handle features independent mic and line gain controls and switchable phase, phantom and pad along with a mute switch. Martech makes bold claims for the MSS-10's sonic qualities, and for a limited time is backing them up with a 90-day money-back guarantee.

Behringer gains valves

The Pro series of analogue processors, the first Behringer products to use surface mount technology, was launched with the Composer Pro MX2200 - an expander/gate with compression and limiting and featuring status indication employing light-pipe technology.

Five valve processors have followed in an 8-channel tube interface, a 4-band stereo EQ, a tube version of the existing Composer, a precision mic preamp, and a tube version of the Ultraflex. All feature polished chrome front panels and a Warmth control for adding valve influence.

Tube emulation is one of many primarily dynamics-based functions on the Ultra-Dyne DSP 9000, a digital processor using multi-band techniques to provide facilities for mastering applications. Also included is a multi-band expander and a multi-band de-esser for removal of noise, hum and cracks.

Another major addition is a new series of digital processors featuring 20-bit 10 and 24-bit internal processes. The Virtualizer DSP 1000 uses what Behringer calls Virtual Room technology for reverb algorithms. Two parallel processors allow multi-effects use with a selection including delay, pitch shifting, vocoder effects and modulation. The Feedback Destroyer DSP 1100 uses automatic calibration of 24 parametric filters to identify and attenuate IA system feedback frequencies, either as a one-shot operation or continuously scanning, and its filters can also be used manually.

Lexicon cards

The Harmony FX card for the PC880 is the most recent in a range of inserter audio software designed to extend original options.

The card contains four new algorithms, Auto Harmony, Pitch Correct, MIDI Chords and Auto Chords, all of which combine one of four intelligent pitch shifters with a PC880 Chamber reverb. These units detect the pitch of an incoming signal and then output pitch effects based on it. The algorithms are intended to work with monophonic sources. In all of these the reverb follows the pitch shifter in series.

Also new is a dual reverb card for the PC990, which offers ten completely new algorithms, plus 200 presets. In addition there are ten "blank slate" pre-programs representing each algorithm, the card offers new combinations of reverb effects and a surround sound reverb algorithm.
Butch Vig, engineer, producer, co-owner of Smart Studios and the drummer for Garbage, relies on Summit gear for all his work. Vig engineered the group's latest platinum album, "Garbage," nominated for three Grammys this year, as well as producing albums for Smashing Pumpkins, Nirvana, Soul Asylum and Sonic Youth.

"Whether I'm working at Smart Studios or I'm on the road touring, I always use Summit tube gear. I particularly like using the DCL-200 Compressor Limiter for tracking vocals. It colors the sound very subtly, while retaining its warmth and transparency. Often I will compress a vocal performance quite a bit. This allows me to place it exactly in the mix while maintaining a lot of presence and natural dynamics without sounding too loud. This works especially well when the mix is very dense."

"Summit just keeps coming out with great gear. We can't wait to get our hands on the new MPC-100A Mic Pre-Amp/Comp-Limiter. It is a high quality and great sounding input device that will further enhance our music."

Hear the Warmth.
Sony comp/expander

Sony has announced a dual channel compressor/expander which includes an MD limiter function designed to avoid high inputs to MD recorders. The SRP-L200 has upward and downward expanders, a harmonics reducer/drive enhancer control, and variable knee control of compression. External key inputs and key-through outputs are provided along with 7-seg and gain reduction metering and status indicators.

Sony comp/expander

CLM Dynamics

Specifically designed for M/S recording, the DB400S has four mic channels with metering and limiting on each. Two modes: M/S signals can be accommodated.

ART processors

ART has introduced two sharply contrasting signal processors. The first is the newest addition to the Vactrol Compressor line, the Pro VLA Vactrol Tube Levelling Amplifier. It borrows from classic valve limiter technology in having electro-optical and tube electronics to deliver a "vintage" sound without added noise. This is intended to provide the fast, punchy and transparent characteristics of the "LA" type levellers and has an auto setting which according to ART behaves more like vintage stereo Neve modules, providing what it describes as a smooth, loud and fat sound.

At the other end of the technological spectrum is the Quadra/FX Processor, a digital multi-effects unit capable of processing four individual channels with separate effects. It uses two of ART's proprietary VLSI ASICS to provide a wide range of algorithms including reverbs (some in true stereo), delays, chorus, flange, tremolo and panning effects and pitch shifting. An exclusive ART programming aid is a MORE feature, which enables the user to enhance any program with more of the same at the touch of a button.

TL Audio Crimson additions

TL Audio's Crimson range of processors has expanded to six units with the addition of the 3051 voice processor and the 3013 stereo 4-band parametric EQ. The 3051 combines a mic preamp, compression and equaliser, and also has a line input allowing it to process any source. Phantom power, gain control, phase reverse and low cut filtering are available on the preamp, while the compressor has fully variable threshold, ratio and gain make-up with switchable fast and slow modes. EQ is 4-band, with switchable shelving on high and low bands and two fully variable mid bands. The 3013 is the solid state equivalent of the established EQ2 valve equaliser, with two channels of fully parametric EQ plus high and low pass filters and onboard mic preamps. Like the EQ2 it features line and instrument inputs, and a stereo mode where both channels are controlled by one set of knobs.

TL Audio Crimson additions
dbx have redefined the entire front end of the digital recording process. Stunning sound quality and total dynamic control in one 19" unit. The dbx 1086 mic pre/processor.

Ultra low-noise extended headroom microphone pre-amp with a variable frequency low cut filter.

Unique low and high "de-ess" equalization gives up 15 db of cut or boost and adds space to any voice or instrument.

Line or mic selectable Exander / Gate w/3 Thresholds and Ratio controls and Threshold metering.

Mic Pre levels are clearly visible on a classic dbx backlit custom designed VU meter.

Selectable hard knee or OverEasy™ compression can be tailored precisely with the Threshold, Ratio and Gain controls.

Frequency variable de-esser based on the classic 902 de-esser circuit with comprehensive metering.

New PeakStopPlus™ limiter driven by the dbx V2™ VCA for ultimate control with minimal distortion.

Optional dbx TYPE I™ Conversion System digital output for digital workstation or multitrack recording.

dbx Blue Series: Redefining the state of the art in Stereo Compression, Microphone Pre Amps and 27 bit A/D Converters

900 Modular Series: Modular Mainframe can accommodate up to 9 separate modules of compression, de-essing, gating, Parametric EQ and Noise reduction.

20 Series Graphic Equalisers: High Quality Graphic Eq's with Type I™ Noise Reduction and PeakStopPlus™ limiting.

Production Series: Industry standards like the 160A Compressor / limiter and the 120XP Subharmonic Synthesizer.
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AD-124
The new high performance A/D converter from Prism Sound

- SNS noise-shaping with multiple curves
- Extended audio performance
- 16, 20 and 24-bit modes
- Upgrade available for AD-1 owners

The Sound, the whole Sound and nothing but the Sound...

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS INC.
115 ROUTE 46, B-16 MOUNTAIN LAKES
NEW JERSEY 07046, USA
TEL: (201) 299 7790 FAX: (201) 299 7759

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS LTD.
WILLIAM JAMEY HOUSE, COWEY ROAD,
CAMBRIDGE, CB1 4WY, UK
TEL: +44 (0)1223 424988 FAX: +44 (0)1223 425023
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SOUND CHECK 2
The definitive Audio Test Disc.

Soundcheck 2 plus analyser £62.50 plus VAT (± £2.50 p&p)
Soundcheck 2 £42.50 plus VAT (± £2.50 p&p)

Remittance Enclosed

Cheques made payable to Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd
Please debit my credit card as follows:
Access/Mastercard
Barclaycard/VISA
Credit Card No. Expiry Date

Name:
Organisation:
Address:
Post/Zip code: Country:
Telephone: Fax:
Date: __/__/__

Signature:

Return to: Lianne Davey, Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd., 4th Floor, 8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR

Soundcheck 2 plus analyser £62.50 plus VAT (± £2.50 p&p)
Soundcheck 2 £42.50 plus VAT (± £2.50 p&p)

Remittance Enclosed

Cheques made payable to Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd
Please debit my credit card as follows:
Access/Mastercard
Barclaycard/VISA
Credit Card No. Expiry Date

Name:
Organisation:
Address:
Post/Zip code: Country:
Telephone: Fax:
Date: __/__/__

Signature:

Return to: Lianne Davey, Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd., 4th Floor, 8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR

A MID a number of 'test discs', one has emerged as the preferred choice for professional and amateur users alike. Whether you're making a practical assessment of a studio control room, balancing a sound reinforcement rig, putting a piece of outboard gear through its paces or simply demonstrating equipment, Sound Check offers a comprehensive set of test and reference signals along with a variety of audio and programme sources to suit most requirements.

Following closely in the footsteps of the original and popular Sound Check test CD, Sound Check 2 refines a winning formula and adds even more reference material. The pedigree of the disc itself matches that of its authors test signals have been sourced from a B&K Type 1049

Site Noise Generator, individual instrumental sounds are all purpose recorded for Sound Check, with musical extracts cover a broad range of styles from Doco classical material to pop and mastering has taken place at London's famous Abbey Road studios. Authors Alan Frances and Stephen Court have experience and reputations to match drawn from their years in the recording and the music industries.

Available in two versions, Sound Check even offers the means to interpret your system's performance. If you have access to spectrum analysis equipment, you won't need Sound Check's built-in Audio Response Analyser — you'd settle for the single disc version. Alternatively, Sound Check comes in a double jewel case with integral battery-operated analyser allowing quick and easy measurements to be made.

Either way, the definitive test and demonstration CD just got better.
Low-cost Drawmer MX30

Drawmer has debuted a low-priced gated compressor limiter called the MX30. The 2-channel 1u processor incorporates some proprietary audio circuits from the company's more expensive boxes and each channel has a variable threshold gate with Programmable Adaptive circuitry. This continually optimises such parameters as attack, hold, ratio and release and is followed by a variable threshold, variable ratio soft-knee compressor with fully automatic attack and release and an output section with variable gain and threshold zero overshoot limiting.

The unit can work in dual channel or stereo modes in which Channel 1 controls become the master. Connectors are provided on balanced XLRs and unbalanced jacks.

AMS 1081 channel amp reborn

The first AMS Neve VX console, at Right Track in New York, has been fitted with a Direct to Fader input facility on the Channel Section of the input module, providing the capability to bypass the entire front end of the console and allowing users who want a sound different from the VX to use 24 of the classic 1081 Channel Amplifiers. Alternatively, the signal can be applied directly to the fader with minimum signal path and switching.

The Fader Direct Input is controlled by a bank of switches in the Monitor section of the console. There is a Safe switch for each bank of 12 modules to prevent accidental changes to mid-track. All channel modules in the console are fitted with the Direct to Fader input. The control switches are arranged in banks of 12, as are the channel buckets. The input switching can be controlled as an event by Encore automation.

The 1081 Channel Amplifier is among the most highly regarded microphone/line amplifier-equalisers ever designed and meets the demand for audiophile Class A/B analogue circuitry. These units have been manufactured to the original specification, even using transformers created by the original manufacturer.

Studer digital

Studer has announced that the Super-ADC 22-bit upgrade kit for the D19 Mic Valve Valve Digitised Preamp is now being delivered. The valve sound of the unit is not the sound of a single particular valve design, but can be varied to achieve a high degree of individuality using the front panel controls.

Owing to the modular design of the standard 20-bit AD stage, the Super-ADC module can be plugged in and the unit automatically recognises it while the original AD converter remains in full operation.

Leitch Glue covers AES interface

Three new products join Leitch's Digital Glue range, and their dedicated AES/EBU interfaces have given them the name AES Glue. New converters comprise the ADC-6880, a 20-bit ADC with up to four separate outputs, and its complement, the DAC-6880. Both come in balanced and unbalanced versions and up to ten modules can be accommodated in Leitch's 2u 6800 and 7000 Series frames, together with any necessary digital video converters.

Synchronisation of multiple AES/EBU devices is the job of the DAR 6880, an AES reference and tone generator module. This uses the Digital Audio Reference Signal (DARS) standard to provide synchronisation and other utilities, generating a DARS word clock, DARS Silence and DARS Tone. It can be used to reference a complete system or for test and alignment of digital equipment.
**Symetrix 606 delay unit**

Symetrix has launched its first foray into effects processing with the 606 Delay FX Machine. Designed to couple vintage controls with state-of-the-art features, the 606 has many more knobs than is usual for a modern effects box, allowing live function adjustments without scrolling menus. In layout it resembles a classic DDL, with controls for delay time (up to 2.6 seconds depending on the mode), feedback and modulation for each of two independent delay lines. These can be used separately, ganged together in stereo or placed in series for a variety of effects, and further parameters allow control over diffusion, filtering with modulation and room simulation. Six separate modulation sources can be used to control almost any parameter in the unit, and real-time MIDI control is provided of all parameters including MIDI clock delay sync.

**Sytemix**

**DOD**

Three more equalisers have been introduced. The SR430Q is a dual channel 15-band 23-octave unit. The SR431Q is a mono 31-band 10-octave device. The SR31Q is also a mono 31-band 1/3-octave equaliser but in a larger casing.

**GP SoundPals**

Five new products in the digital, modular SoundPals range are a no-frills, 4-channel mixer (DMX-41), a 2-channel fader (DFDAE-2), 20-bit DA and AD converters (DAC-20 and ADC-20), and a 20-bit mic preamp (DMIC-20) with a built-in 20-bit AD. Several SoundPals can be configured to perform a variety of functions and are claimed to provide affordable processing to those who can forego a console-based interface. Shipping is expected in the third quarter this year.

**Graham Patten Systems**

**Digitech**

An update of the Studio Quad signal processor, the V2 adds new effects modules and 80 new programs. The programs have been rearranged for easier location and the IO facilities have been improved. A software upgrade is available to owners of the earlier unit. Designed for live or studio applications, the Vocalist Workstation offers four voice harmonic voices, as well as a Gender Bender function which can mimic male or female voices.

**SPL saturation**

Complementing its digital red products, SPL's Machinehead digital processor is claimed to simulate the tape saturation effects of analogue tape machines. The sonic effect is said to increase loudness, power and warmth. Intended for use with solo instruments or complete mixes, controls are provided for input and output gain, drive and HP damping. I/Os are AES/EBU and SPDIF and a wordclock, MIDI control and a computer interface.

**Shure**

Combining feedback reduction with a programmable equaliser, the Shure DFR11EQ is a half rack unit with a 24-bit signal path and 20-bit converters. The sampling rate is 48kHz. The feedback reduction circuitry automatically identifies offending frequencies and activates one of ten 1/10-octave adaptive notch filters. In the equalisation section there are 30 bands of 1/3-octave constant Q controls, plus adjustable filters.

---

**change channels!**

When recording or mixing there are times when the average console just doesn't have the performance and features you need to do your sound justice.

The Focusrite Channel Strip is the only affordable way to get truly professional results to and from tape. It's like owning one channel of the world's greatest sounding console - offering more stages and control than most console channel strips, PRE/AMP! Accepting a wide range of inputs (Mic, Line and Instrument), this is the ultimate secret path to your mult track, quieter and lower distortion than through the average console. SFANDFSG - High and Low pass filters - +2 MHz band parameter. • Low and High shelving stages. Only SFANDFSG. The ultra fast gate section is great for drums and instruments and when switched to expand mode is gentle enough to handle vocals too. COMPRESSOR: High quality Class A compressor that seamlessly controls dynamic variations without adding distortion.

£999* The Channel Strip truly represents Affordably Excellence through Revolutionary Engineering. * Price includes VAT

Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd, 19 Lincoln Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3FX England Phone: 01444 462 246, Fax: 01444 459 720 Web Site: http://www.focusrite.com
Most of the difficulties you come across in sound reinforcement and recording situations have specific solutions. But sometimes it takes a combination of different equipment components to achieve the best possible solution. Years ago, leading sound engineers used a signal high-priced Real Time Analyzer, signal generator and a calibrated measuring mic to set up the main room EQ for a sound system.

These days, this highly specialized task is within everyone's reach. Our high-performance ULTRA-CURVE DSP8000 digital processor and ultra-linear omnidirectional ECM8000 measuring mic offer an affordable and practical option to get the job done quickly and easily. Along with an unbelievably wide range of additional jobs—all with exceptionally high audio quality we're known for world-wide. As always, we trust in your ear to be our guide.
APHEX FM PROCESSOR

Aphex Model 2020 FM Pro digitally-controlled FM audio processor is fully programmable with the ability to be remote controlled and automated and is modular. The unit offers analogue stereo inputs and outputs. Aphex's patented Frequency Discriminate Leveler, multiband compressor, bass processor, peak limiter and a digital remote control.

More Greens

Aiming at the semi-professional market for the first time, Focusrise has launched the Green 4 two channel compressor limiter and the Green 5 Channel Strip.

Orban Optimod

Orban's latest AM Optimod processor is the first to be implemented fully digitally. The 9200 is priced lower than comparable analogue units, but brings the advantages of digital operation to the familiar process that increases signal reach and impact.

BSS Opals

BSS has addressed affordable processing with the Opal DP8422 dual compressor and de-esser and DP8522 dual noise gate. Each channel on the former has a variable ratio compressor with the company's progressive knee characteristics. Fully variable controls are provided for threshold, gain makeup, attack and release with a switchable auto setting for attack and release constants.

Digitech

Fitted with two channels containing 12AX7A valves, the VCS-1 combines compression, de-essing, noise gating and peak limiting in a 1u package. The circuitry uses VCs and RMS detectors as well as a high voltage Class A valve circuit.

tc has DBMax

The Danish company is addressing the broadcast market with its DBMax Broadcast Maximizer. Following the style of the M2000 and the Finalizer, the DBMax offers a selection of appropriate processing functions in a 1u box with control screen and multiple meters. Included are EQ, stereo adjustment, automatic gain controller, and 3-band compressor, limiter and emphasis; and a Digicode stereo generator add-on developed using Aphex's patented Digicode type PDPCM stereo generator. Other patents are currently awaiting confirmation on a "post cross-over" multiband technique designed for the multiband compressor, a bass interactive that reduces intermod distortion in the peak limiter, and a bass clipper in the bass processor for cancelling distortion.

P & G PP10 software

P & G's PP10 Audio Multiprocessor has a new software package. Following along the lines of the previous Pythagoras packages with their selected range of processes, and especially the Studio Suite aimed specifically at production applications, the Mastering Suite comprises a selection of 25 processes chosen to be particularly useful for mastering. To this end it includes a range of narrow band compressors/expanders as well as full-band soft knee, firm knee and kneeless compressors and expanders, five parametric EQs, a Warmth EQ, various types of filter, a soft clipper, micro delay, dither, link, Clone and noise shaping.

SUMMIT

The Summit Audio MPA-100 precompressor/limiter accommodates those looking for a high quality channel strip to tape or disk by offering a high quality mic input, a high impedance input for instruments or a line input that drive the unit's first valve stage. This section is followed by a new valve compressor/limiter with fast attack times. The dynamics section has variable threshold and release controls plus attack and release presets. A switchable VU meter reads input, output and gain reduction. Capable of "clean to effect" valve sounds, the unit has an input pad, a stepped attenuator and clip indicator with support for XLR and standard jack connectors. The instrument level input has a loading control for impedance matching and total adjustment. The device is stereo linkable to all Summit Audio dynamics units.

Sabine

Improved versions of the single and dual channel Feedback Exterminators have been introduced. The devices work by detecting resonating frequencies and applying a 1/10th-octave adaptive digital filter to them. The FBX-Solo620 has increased headroom, switchable input/output levels and simplified connector configuration. The FBX-2020 has 20-bit resolution and includes Clipguard which allows input signals of 27dB before clipping. Setup time is said to be reduced to less than a minute while gain before feedback has almost doubled compared to earlier models.

P & G PP100

P & G's PP100 Audio Multiprocessor has a new software package. Following along the lines of the previous Pythagoras packages with their selected range of processes, and especially the Studio Suite aimed specifically at production applications, the Mastering Suite comprises a selection of 25 processes chosen to be particularly useful for mastering. To this end it includes a range of narrow band compressors/expanders as well as full-band soft knee, firm knee and kneeless compressors and expanders, five parametric EQs, a Warmth EQ, various types of filter, a soft clipper, micro delay, dither, link, Clone and noise shaping.

SUMMIT

The Summit Audio MPA-100 precompressor/limiter accommodates those looking for a high quality channel strip to tape or disk by offering a high quality mic input, a high impedance input for instruments or a line input that drive the unit's first valve stage. This section is followed by a new valve compressor/limiter with fast attack times. The dynamics section has variable threshold and release controls plus attack and release presets. A switchable VU meter reads input, output and gain reduction. Capable of "clean to effect" valve sounds, the unit has an input pad, a stepped attenuator and clip indicator with support for XLR and standard jack connectors. The instrument level input has a loading control for impedance matching and total adjustment. The device is stereo linkable to all Summit Audio dynamics units.

Sabine 700

P & G PP10 software

P&G's PP10 Audio Multiprocessor has a new software package. Following along the lines of the previous Pythagoras packages with their selected range of processes, and especially the Studio Suite aimed specifically at production applications, the Mastering Suite comprises a selection of 25 processes chosen to be particularly useful for mastering. To this end it includes a range of narrow band compressors/expanders as well as full-band soft knee, firm knee and kneeless compressors and expanders, five parametric EQs, a Warmth EQ, various types of filter, a soft clipper, micro delay, dither, link, Clone and noise shaping.

SUMMIT

The Summit Audio MPA-100 precompressor/limiter accommodates those looking for a high quality channel strip to tape or disk by offering a high quality mic input, a high impedance input for instruments or a line input that drive the unit's first valve stage. This section is followed by a new valve compressor/limiter with fast attack times. The dynamics section has variable threshold and release controls plus attack and release presets. A switchable VU meter reads input, output and gain reduction. Capable of "clean to effect" valve sounds, the unit has an input pad, a stepped attenuator and clip indicator with support for XLR and standard jack connectors. The instrument level input has a loading control for impedance matching and total adjustment. The device is stereo linkable to all Summit Audio dynamics units.

Sabine 700
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P&G's PP10 Audio Multiprocessor has a new software package. Following along the lines of the previous Pythagoras packages with their selected range of processes, and especially the Studio Suite aimed specifically at production applications, the Mastering Suite comprises a selection of 25 processes chosen to be particularly useful for mastering. To this end it includes a range of narrow band compressors/expanders as well as full-band soft knee, firm knee and kneeless compressors and expanders, five parametric EQs, a Warmth EQ, various types of filter, a soft clipper, micro delay, dither, link, Clone and noise shaping.

SUMMIT

The Summit Audio MPA-100 precompressor/limiter accommodates those looking for a high quality channel strip to tape or disk by offering a high quality mic input, a high impedance input for instruments or a line input that drive the unit's first valve stage. This section is followed by a new valve compressor/limiter with fast attack times. The dynamics section has variable threshold and release controls plus attack and release presets. A switchable VU meter reads input, output and gain reduction. Capable of "clean to effect" valve sounds, the unit has an input pad, a stepped attenuator and clip indicator with support for XLR and standard jack connectors. The instrument level input has a loading control for impedance matching and total adjustment. The device is stereo linkable to all Summit Audio dynamics units.
When does a delay box become crucial to your sound? When it crosses boundaries to become an instrument. The 606 offers all the sound possibilities you could want controlled by the twist of a knob. Play your creations, change them, and evolve them live.

Our inspiration for the 606 came from the classic digital delays of the seventies: Lexicon's PCM42 and Prime Time - easy to use and great sounding. But then we took it much further.

True stereo chorusing, flanging, echo, diffusion, phase shifting, room simulation, widening, doubling, fattening and more. All within the turn of a knob (or two). Invent your sound or reinvent your music with the 606 F/x Delay Machine.

Somewhere between the classic delays of yesteryear and the digital wonders of today, most musicians got lost under a sea of scrolling menus. The 606 F/x Delay Machine couples the classics with the cutting edge by bringing back the most powerful user control: knobs. No need to go to the deepest edit levels of your processor to tweak an effect. At your fingertips are all these features to tap directly into your creativity:

- **MIDI:** Not just for changing presets, but also for real-time control over many of the 606's parameters.
- **Modulation:** Six different modulation sources that can be assigned to affect practically any delay parameter.
- **Filter:** Classic multimode synthesizer filter effects.
- **Diffusion:** Dial in the perfect amount of density for echoes.
- **Room Simulations:** Place the signal source anywhere within a room that you specify by height, width and length.
- **Global:** Using the Global function unlocks over 80 additional parameters.

Feed your inspiration through two separate delay sections of 24 bit processing power. This truly exceptional box hides too many more tools to explain here (we had to draw up a map to chart them all), so call us for the full details.
Sony MD
For sound creation, music editing and announcement broadcasting, the SRP-MD1 MiniDisc deck uses Wide Bit Stream technology and has divide, move, combine and undo editing functions. A parallel remote and wired Sony Control-S is provided along with optical digital input with built in sampling rate converter.

Sony

Fostex D15
Fostex has added a new DAT recorder to its range, improving on the D10 with the addition of several new features which make it an affordable chase-lock-capable DAT recorder. The D15 now has an optional external sync card, giving full chase synchronisation, and RS422 card adding 9-pin control. It has a new graphical user interface, multiple reference levels and cue times.

Fostex

Studer M0
The D424 MO 2-track recorder is now available with Software V1.1. New features include timecode chase, 16-24-bit recording, ISO Standard Disks, non-destructive editing, workstation compatibility with SADIE DAWs, a desktop controller and a CD transfer option.

Studer

TDK MDs
The MD Studio range of MDs has been designed for professional sound and broadcast studio applications and the company claims that its media has the added safety margin required for editing operations and repeated recording and playback and the frequent writing, playback and overwriting of U-TOC data.

TDK

TDK CD-Rs
TDK's CD-R Studio blanks have been designed for optimum performance during 1x recording but can also be used for double or quadruple speed recording. The blanks have low block error rate over a wide range of write laser power which the company claims solves compatibility problems. The discs boast a light fastness of more than three times that specified in the Orange Book.

TDK

OptoMedia
There are three models of the Falcon CD-to-CD copier: the Falcon 100, with one quad-speed CD-R drive; the Falcon 200, with two drives; and the Falcon 600 with six drives.

The process starts with a master CD-R, data from which is loaded onto the integral hard disk. Also available is the Falcon 600 Master/Slave option. This enables any computer capable of driving a single Yamaha quad-speed CD recorder to drive six units at once. This is achieved by the use of an additional memory cache and a SCSI controller chip for each drive, so that the computer sees up to six drives as only one device.

Normal and high-speed digital dubbing is supported, with the ability to dub from any point on the master tape (Append dubbing). Multiple unit duplication, with continuous record and playback between decks, is also possible. The DA-302 offers playback at three sample rates, with recording at 44.1kHz and 32kHz. The display includes error rate indication, running time and input signal peak hold.

Tascam
dual DAT recorder
Designed to meet a number of recording needs, the DA-320 Dual DAT recorder has two totally independent transports in a single 3u device. It has individual and common analogue IOs for the two decks, on phone connectors. In addition, there are separate SPDIF IOs. Output is selectable between SPDIF and AES/EBU.

Configurations include both decks recording the same programme, decks recording separate programmes and decks one recording digitally while deck two plays out to another digital.

360 Systems
Building on the DigiCart/II, the DigiCart/II Plus enhances storage capabilities and offers removable media options and combines a hard disk recorder, a mini audio workstation and a digital cart machine in one package.

Recordings can be stored on internal or removable Zip disks. Three sizes of hard drive are offered with a maximum of 8, 16 or 24 hours recording in AC-2 mode.

DSP editing functions include nondestructive fade in and out and edited segments can be combined to create event sequences stored as linear stacks. 360 Systems' D-Net file transfer system is included for transfeffial of audio files between machines or Instant Replay machines. Transfers include audio information, cut titles and index number data.

OptoMedia
There are three models of the Falcon CD-to-CD copier: the Falcon 100, with one quad-speed CD-R drive; the Falcon 200, with two drives; and the Falcon 600 with six drives.

The process starts with a master CD-R, data from which is loaded onto the integral hard disk. Also available is the Falcon 600 Master/Slave option. This enables any computer capable of driving a single Yamaha quad-speed CD recorder to drive six units at once. This is achieved by the use of an additional memory cache and a

OptoMedia

360 Systems

HHB CD-R
Having gone into manufacture with DAT machines and recording media, HHB has introduced a CD-R machine. Rackmounting, the CDR800 has a variety of analogue IOs, AES/EBU digital input, and optical and coaxial IOs. The device has an onboard sample rate converter with automatic index conversion from DAT and a synchronous dubbing mode for digital transfers from CD. Vibration of the disc is minimised during recording by a Stable Platter Mechanism which supports the disc from below.

ASC

Otari DAT
An improved version of the established DTR-8 DAT recorder, the DTR-8S adds the ability to monitor source without a tape in the unit. Balanced analogue IO is ±4dB, switchable ±10dB. Digital IO is in AES/EBU and SPDIF. In search mode, the machine uses TOC information on the tape to locate at up to 300 times normal tape speed. Three sampling rates are available from the front panel. Also included: an hour meter to monitor usage, rackmount adapters, wireless remote and parallel remote control capabilities.

Otari

For further product information use our free enquiry service

WHAT'S NEW IN PRO AUDIO
More from Denon

Denon Professional has introduced a new CD player and MiniDisc player/recorder both of which include large internally illuminated operation buttons, comprehensive synchronisation, SMPTE and a jog/shuttle wheel.

The DN-M1050R MiniDisc features undo edit which undoes two editing operations, front panel keyboard socket (PS2), 20 'hot starts' option, varipitch, sample rate converter option, RS232C/422A and parallel ports, and Sony protocol and word sync control options. It also has ATRAC version 4.0 and auto level record start which can be tagged on the end of an incoming line feed for syndicated programmes.

Features of the DN-C680 CD player include instant start of 0.01 seconds, index search, bargraph display of playout position, SRC option, programme play, enhanced display, varipitch, balanced/unbalanced digital and analogue outputs, serial and parallel ports, Sony protocol and word sync control options.

New Sony PCM

A new addition to the PCM-7000 series of DAT recorders, the PCM-7040 replaces the PCM-7030 and PCM-7050 models. It is a 4-head, timecode read/write recorder designed as a cost-effective unit for broadcasters, post-production houses and music recording studios.

The timecode capabilities of the PCM-7040 include SMPTE/EBU and film formats, with two chase synchronisation modes. A variety of search and locate functions are included. The recorder also supports Sony's Interactive Status Reporting, which enables essential functions to be monitored for operational efficiency.

In addition to memory start, RS-232C interface and edit memory, there is a Start ID level sync function, which automatically writes a start ID when the audio signal reaches a predefined level.

The Sony MDS-85 MD cart recorder is a recent introduction which offers high speed duplication and multi-access memory hot start. It can be used with a dedicated remote or PC interface.

Perfect Partners for production and live use

DN-M1050R MiniDisc Recorder/Player

Common features
- Matched 3u rack mount chassis, displays, operation. Carefully designed front panel with intuitive layout enabling fumble free operation. Varipitch, Jog/shuttle wheel, illuminated control buttons, balanced + unbalanced analogue i/o, AES/EBU-SPdif digital i/o, serial + parallel control ports, track serial dial.

Option Cards - Sync
- Sony 9-pin, Word clock, SMPTE
- SRC 32/44.1/48khz. 'Hot' start 20 track memory.
- MD V4.0 Atrac, PS/2 Keyboard socket, 'undo' edit, auto level record start, AB insert edit.
- CD True instant start-10ms, cue to audio, enhanced display, index search, hi-grade audio.

Denon

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A DEALER LIST CALL OR FAX IAN DOWNS

HAYDEN LABORATORIES, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT-ST-PETER, BUCKS. SL9 9UG. TEL: 01753 888447 FAX: 01753 880109

FOR FURTHER PRODUCT INFORMATION USE OUR FREE ENQUIRY SERVICE
**Shortcut interfaces with Gentner**

360 Systems and Gentner

Communications have announced the interface of the former's Shortcut personal audio editor to the latter's TS612 multiline on-air telephone system. On-air hosts will now be able to activate the recording functions of Shortcut from the TS612 system. Shortcut's Instant record feature captures the incoming telephone audio and records it directly. The combination is said to be ideal in music and talk radio where talent creates finished promos from calls that come in while a song or commercial is playing. Shortcut is a 2-channel digital editor optimized for quick editing of speech, music, call-in clips, news, talk radio, promos and spots. It features cut, copy, insert and erase editing using dedicated buttons, multiple clipboards and high quality scrubbing.

360 Systems 725

**CD Architect**

Reading and writing Red Book audio to CD-R is now possible directly from Sound Forge 4.0. CD Architect provides extensive support for PQ editing including track times, sub-indices, ISRC codes and printed cue sheets for CD mastering.

A multifeature playlist previews the CD in real-time while CD transport controls simulate audio playback of the CD. Transitions like inserting silence or cross-fading between files can be added and a test burn mode monitors for underruns without actually burning the CD and eliminates expensive misfires.

Sony MD

The MDS-BS/6P Professional MiniDisc Recorder/Player is a candidate for TV production with a half rack size, simple cart-type operation, 74 minutes of stereo audio or 148 minutes of mono on a low-cost disc. Instantaneous track access, RS-232C remote control port and the ability to use a standard IBM compatible QWERTY keyboard connection for access to track titling and instant track starts, as well as headphone monitoring output and a dial for track selection, cueing and editing, are further features.

Sony 727

**What's new in Pro Audio 3.**

will be published in November 1997 and will feature new equipment, updates and enhancements from PLASA London, IBC Amsterdam, AES New York, SATIS Paris and VISION AND AUDIO London.

To make sure your company doesn’t miss out on this important marketing opportunity please contact us on the following numbers:

Tel: +44 (0) 171 620 3636
Fax: +44 (0) 171 401 8036

Editorial: Zenon Schoepe.
Advertising: Phil Bourne & Chris Baillie.

**Always loved to use “just Weiss” equipment? Now you can afford it...**

Gambit Series EQ1 Parametric Digital Equalizer.

Two times seven bands, 24 bit, 96 kHz option, ergonomic, professional.

Excellent price/performance ratio.

“This machine can be powerful or gentle, subtle or dramatic - whatever you want to do, the EQ1 is capable of doing it... a delightful machine”.

Hugh Robjohns in “Audio Media magazine”.

weiss

Weiss Engineering Ltd., Floristrasse 19, 8610 Uster, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 1 940 20 06, Fax: +41 1 940 22 14
e-mail: weiss@weiss.ch - web: http://www.weiss.ch
DA-20
High quality DAT mastering

DA-P1
Professional portable DAT

DAT Control
Pro performance DAT

DA-60 MKII
Advanced timecode DAT

DA-30 MKII
Professional studio DAT
MAKE SOME SPACE IN YOUR RACK

CD RECORDERS JUST BECAME AFFORDABLE

Trust HHB to make professional audio CD recording affordable. And of course, being HHB, we haven't cut any corners. Our new CDR800 Professional CD Recorder features balanced XLR analogue inputs, an AES/EBU digital input, coaxial and optical digital I/Os and a revolutionary stable platter mechanism for increased recording accuracy.

The CDR800 is also incredibly simple to use. An on-board sample rate converter accommodates 32, 44.1 and 48kHz inputs, while the built in indexer automatically translates DAT IDs into CD tracks. All you do is hit record. And digital transfer from CD is equally straightforward, thanks to a synchronous dubbing mode.

The CDR800 uses a wide range of readily available CD-R media which, in most cases, now costs less than a 60 minute DAT tape. But most important of all, the HHB CDR800 is all you need to produce your work on a truly universal digital medium that just about everybody has the facility to replay. So why wait? Call HHB and put a CDR800 Professional CD Recorder in your rack today.

For consistently high quality recordings and superior archival security, HHB recommends the use of HHB CD-R media.
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